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April 4, 2024 

The Honorable Jay Inslee, Governor 
Honorable Members of the Washington State Legislature 
Olympia, Washington   

RE: 2021 Implementation Status and 2022 Cost Estimate and Financing Plan Combined Reports for 
the Yakima River Basin Integrated Water Resource Management Plan 

The Department of Ecology with the assistance from the Office of the State Treasurer, and feedback 
from Yakima Integrated Plan Workgroup members, have prepared a legislative report for you and the 
Legislature combining two distinct legislative report requirements for the Yakima River Basin Integrated 
Water Resource Management Plan (Integrated Plan) into one report.   

RCW 90.38.100 requires that the Department of Ecology prepare a legislative report in odd-numbered 
years as follows: 

(1) By December 1, 2015, and by December 1st of every odd-numbered year thereafter, 
and in compliance with RCW 43.01.036, the department, in consultation with the United 
States bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, 
and key basin stakeholders, shall provide a Yakima river basin integrated water resource 
management plan implementation status report to the legislature and to the governor 
that includes: A description of measures that have been funded and implemented in the 
Yakima river basin and their effectiveness in meeting the objectives of chapter 11, Laws 
of 2013 2nd sp. sess., a project funding list that represents the state's percentage cost 
share to implement the integrated plan measures for the current biennium and cost 
estimates for subsequent biennia, a description of progress toward concurrent 
realization of the integrated plan's fish passage, watershed enhancement, and water 
supply goals, and an annual summary of all associated costs to develop and implement 
projects within the framework of the integrated water resource management plan for 
the Yakima river basin. 

The 2021 Implementation Status Report, as required under RCW 90.38.100, describes how each of the 
Integrated Plan’s seven elements has advanced since the previous report (2019 -2021) and are achieving 
its fish passage, habitat/watershed enhancement, and water supply goals. 

RCW 90.38.120 requires that the Department of Ecology prepare a legislative report in even-numbered 
years as follows: 

(2) The department shall deliver, consistent with the intent of this section, a cost 
estimate and financing plan that addresses the total estimated cost to implement the 

http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=43.01.036


integrated plan and analyzes various financing options. The cost estimate and financing 
plan must include a description of state expenditures as of September 28, 2013, 
incurred implementing the integrated plan and proposed state expenditures in the 
2015-2017 biennium and beyond with proposed financing sources for each project. 

(3) In addition, the office of the state treasurer shall prepare supplementary chapters to 
the cost estimate and financing plan for the department that: 

(a) Identifies and evaluates potential new state financing sources to pay for the state's 
contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima integrated plan's implementation; 

(b) Identifies and evaluates potential new local financing sources to pay for a significant 
local contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima integrated plan's 
implementation; 

(c) Considers the viability, and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of various 
financing mechanisms such as revenue bonds, general obligation bonds, and other 
financing models; 

(d) Identifies past, current, and anticipated future costs that will be, or are anticipated 
to be, paid by nonstate sources such as federal sources, private sources, and local 
sources; and 

(e) Considers how cost overruns of projects associated with the integrated plan could 
affect long-term financing of the overall integrated plan and provides options for how 
cost overruns can be addressed. 

(4) The department may, in the sole discretion of the department, contract with state 
universities or private consultants for any part of the cost estimate and financing plan 
required under this section. 

(5) The initial cost estimate and financing plan required by this section must be provided 
to the governor and the legislature, consistent with RCW 43.01.036, by no later than 
December 15, 2014, for consideration in preparing the 2015-2017 biennial budget and 
future budgets. The cost estimate and financing plan must be updated by September 1st 
of each successive even-numbered year. 

The 2022 Cost Estimate and Financing Plan Report, as required under RCW 90.38.120, addresses the 
total estimated cost to implement the Integrated Plan, analyzes various financing options and delineates 
the state’s expenditures since the previous report (2020 – 2022).   

These two reports have been combined to gain efficiency in ensuring you have timely Integrated Plan 
implementation and financial information to help inform funding decisions especially as we all begin to 
prepare and plan for the upcoming 2025-2027 biennium and brace for a potential drought in the Yakima 
Basin in 2024. 

During the unprecedented times felt across the globe over the past few years, the Office of Columbia 
River and our Yakima River Basin Integrated Water Management Plan partners adapted to a virtual 
environment, leveraged state dollars to gain federal investments and continued to implement projects 

http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=43.01.036


under all seven elements of the Integrated Plan. And while this report is delayed, we thought it was 
important to provide these updates that focus on previous years (2021 and 2022) and to document the 
critical work that carried forward in the Yakima River Basin during this 2-year period. 

This report builds on previous cost estimates to implement projects under the Initial Development Phase 
(2013-2029), as well as cost estimates to fully build out this 35+year effort. Additionally, this report also 
documents progress made on implementing projects under the Initial Development Phase. This report is 
now available at this website: https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/SummaryPages/2112009.html 

Ecology and our partners have made significant milestones in the past two years, including construction 
of the Cle Elum Fish Passage and Pool Raise projects. It is important to recognize these accomplishments 
given the hurdles presented during this time (e.g., supply chain issues, technology advancements, 
construction material costs, and social distancing). The Integrated Plan partners continue to successfully 
work together to make progress and implement this ambitious plan.  Their policy and project level 
feedback on this report and on project implementation is critical as we take on innovative projects like 
Springwood Ranch storage, Bateman Island Causeway removal and water market reallocation. 

If you have any questions regarding this report or would like more information, please contact me by 
phone at (509) 574-3989 or by email at: thomas.tebb@ecy.wa.gov. If you would like hard copies of the 
report, contact Jo-Anne Carlson by phone at (509) 454-4239 or email at: jo-anne.carlson@ecy.wa.gov. 

Sincerely, 

G. Thomas Tebb, L.Hg., L.E.G. Jason Richter 
Director Deputy Treasurer, Debt Management 
Office of Columbia River Office of the State Treasurer 

https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/SummaryPages/2112009.html
mailto:thomas.tebb@ecy.wa.gov
mailto:jo-anne.carlson@ecy.wa.gov
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Statutory Directives 
RCW 90.38.100 
Report to the legislature and governor. (Expires December 31, 2045.) 

(1) By December 1, 2015, and by December 1st of every odd-numbered year thereafter, and in 
compliance with RCW 43.01.036, the department, in consultation with the United States 
bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, and key basin 
stakeholders, shall provide a Yakima river basin integrated water resource management plan 
implementation status report to the legislature and to the governor that includes:   

A description of measures that have been funded and implemented in the Yakima river 
basin and their effectiveness in meeting the objectives of chapter 11, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. 
sess.,   

A project funding list that represents the state's percentage cost share to implement the 
Integrated Plan measures for the current biennium and cost estimates for subsequent 
biennia, 

A description of progress toward concurrent realization of the Integrated Plan's fish 
passage, watershed enhancement, and water supply goals   

An annual summary of all associated costs to develop and implement projects within the 
framework of the integrated water resource management plan for the Yakima river basin. 

(2) The status report required in this section for December 1, 2021, must include a statement of 
progress in achieving the water supply facility permit and funding milestone, as defined in RCW 
90.38.010. If, after a good faith effort to achieve the water supply facility permit and funding 
milestone, it appears that the milestone cannot or may not be met, the department, in 
consultation with the United States bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river 
basin local governments, and key basin stakeholders, shall provide a detailed description of the 
impediments to achieving the milestone, describe the strategy for resolving the identified 
impediments, and, if necessary, recommend modifications to the milestone. 

(3) This section expires December 31, 2045. [2013 2nd sp.s. c 11 § 9.]   
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RCW 90.38.120 
Legislative intent - Cost to implement the Integrated Plan.   

(1)(a) It is the intent of the legislature for the state to pay its fair share of the cost to implement 
the Integrated Plan. At least one-half of the total costs to finance the implementation of the 
Integrated Plan must be funded through federal, private, and other nonstate sources, including 
a significant contribution of funding from local project beneficiaries. This section applies to the 
total costs of the Integrated Plan and not to individual projects within the plan.   
(b) The state's continuing support for the Integrated Plan shall be formally reevaluated 
independently by the governor and the legislature if, after December 31, 2021, and periodically 
thereafter, the actual funding provided through nonstate sources is less than one-half of all 
costs and if funding from local project beneficiaries does not comprise a significant portion of 
the nonstate sources.   
(2) The department shall deliver, consistent with the intent of this section, a cost estimate and 
financing plan that addresses the total estimated cost to implement the Integrated Plan and 
analyzes various financing options. The cost estimate and financing plan must include a 
description of state expenditures as of September 28, 2013, incurred implementing the 
Integrated Plan and proposed state expenditures in the 2015-2017 biennium and beyond with 
proposed financing sources for each project.   
(3) In addition, the office of the state treasurer shall prepare supplementary chapters to the 
cost estimate and financing plan for the department that:   

(a) Identifies and evaluates potential new state financing sources to pay for the state's 
contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima Integrated Plan 's implementation;   
(b) Identifies and evaluates potential new local financing sources to pay for a significant local 
contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima Integrated Plan's implementation;   
(c) Considers the viability, and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of various 
financing mechanisms such as revenue bonds, general obligation bonds, and other financing 
models;   
(d) Identifies past, current, and anticipated future costs that will be, or are anticipated to be, 
paid by nonstate sources such as federal sources, private sources, and local sources; and   
(e) Considers how cost overruns of projects associated with the Integrated Plan could affect 
long-term financing of the overall Integrated Plan and provides options for how cost 
overruns can be addressed.   

(4) The department may, in the sole discretion of the department, contract with state 
universities or private consultants for any part of the cost estimate and financing plan required 
under this section.   
(5) The initial cost estimate and financing plan required by this section must be provided to the 
governor and the legislature, consistent with RCW 43.01.036, by no later than December 15, 
2014, for consideration in preparing the 2015-2017 biennial budget and future budgets. The 
cost estimate and financing plan must be updated by September 1st of each successive even-
numbered year. [ 2013 2nd sp.s. c 11 § 11.] 
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Executive Summary 
The Yakima River Basin (the Basin) supports a vast agricultural economy and is the homeland of 
the Yakama Nation. The Yakima River Basin also supports several endangered aquatic species. 
Historically, limited water supplies in the Basin have been a source of conflict for those using 
the water to meet out-of-stream demands, as well as those working to ensure enough water 
remains instream for fish. 

In 2009, federal, tribal, state, county, local governments, agricultural & environmental interests, 
water users, and other stakeholders joined forces to collaborate and build a framework for 
integrated water management solutions for the Basin. This created the foundation for what we 
now know as the Yakima River Basin Integrated Water Resource Management Plan (Integrated 
Plan). 

Today, the Integrated Plan is recognized across the region and the world as a model of 
collaborative government and commonsense approach in successfully providing water security 
for farms, fish, and families of the Basin. 

Washington State Department of Ecology’s (Ecology) Office of Columbia River (OCR), in 
partnership with the US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), the Yakama Nation, irrigation 
districts and various stakeholders, 
continues to make tremendous 
progress even during these 
unprecedented times. For example, 
over the past biennium Integrated 
Plan efforts have achieved 69% of 
the initial development phase for 
the water conservation goal of 
approximately 58,869 acre-feet (ac-
ft) per year. 

In accordance with RCW 90.38.100, 
this report describes how each of 
the Integrated Plan’s seven 
elements has advanced since 2019 
and are achieving its fish passage, 
habitat/watershed enhancement, 
and water supply goals. 

Yakima River in the Yakima Canyon.   
Photo credit: Tim Poppleton (OCR), 2016 
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Project highlights for this report include: 

• Water savings achieved through Basin conservation projects 
• Progress on multiple groundwater supply feasibility studies 
• Progress on determining potential locations for surface water storage in the Upper 

Yakima River Basin 
• Construction of multiple intake ramps and the bypass tunnel for the Cle Elum Fish 

Passage project 
• Completion of fish boom and sluice gate installation at Sunnyside Dam 
• Completion of shoreline protection work at the Wish Poosh Campground and along 

Salmon La Sac Road 
• Completion of the Basin-wide water market study 

Since 2013, the legislature has appropriated biennial funds to implement the Integrated Plan: 

• 2013-2015 biennium: $143 million   
o $99.3 million allocated for Teanaway Community Forest acquisition 

• 2015-2017 biennium: $30 million 
• 2017-2019 biennium: $32.6 million 
• 2019-2021 biennium: $40 million 
• 2021-2023 biennium: $42 million 
• 2023-2025 biennium: $75 million 

o $49 million to the Dept of Ecology   
o $26 million to Recreation and Conservation Office    
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Yakima River Basin and the Integrated Plan   
Situated in the heart of Central 
Washington (Figure 1), the Yakima River 
Basin (the Basin) provides water for 
Kittitas and Yakima counties, and parts of 
Benton County. Home to around 370,000 
people, including more than 10,000 
members of the Yakama Nation, the Basin 
supports important economic, ecological, 
and natural resources. 

The 6,155-square-mile Basin is one of the 
top producing agricultural regions of the 
state2 . Apples, cherries, wine grapes, and 
hops, among other crops, contribute $4.5 
billion annually to the state’s economy and 
support 44,300 agricultural jobs. In 
addition, the Basin is home to a number of 
important fish species and natural 
resources. It offers a variety of water-
based recreation, fishing, rafting, camping, 
and scenic hiking, which in turn support up to an additional 14,200 jobs and contribute 
approximately $1.2 billion annually to the economy3 . 

The Basin relies on precipitation and a robust snowpack in the Cascade Range for its water 
supply. Slowly melting snow feeds reservoirs and rivers and recharges aquifers, providing cool, 
clean water to communities, farms, and fish during the hottest and driest times of the year. 
Facing climate change, the area is experiencing reduced snowpack. In 2021, lack of mountain 
snow and a tremendous heat dome in spring and summer caused an early snowpack melt that 
resulted in drought conditions in the Basin.   

Climate predictions anticipate snowpack in the mountains will continue to decline as increased 
temperatures translate to more rain and less snow. Water management remains worrisome if 
concerted efforts by governments, Tribes, and communities do not tackle the problem head-on. 
With a shifting hydrograph and snowpack starting to melt increasingly earlier each year, the 
water storage dilemma must be addressed now to meet both current and future needs. 

2 U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service, July 25, 2019, 2017 Census of 
Agriculture, Watershed Profiles, Pacific Northwest Region 17 
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/Watersheds/pn17.pdf 

3 ECONorthwest. (2017). Water Security for the Yakima River Basin’s Economy, Communities, and 
Watersheds. Washington Department of Ecology (Publication No. 17-12-010). 

Figure 1 Map of the Yakima River Basin 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ecologywa/34053439771
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/Watersheds/pn17.pdf
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Integrated Plan overview 
To address the many water resources and ecosystem challenges, in 2013 the Legislature 
charged Ecology with implementing the Yakima River Basin Water Resource Management Act 
embodied in chapter 90.38 RCW. 

The Integrated Plan is the third phase of Yakima River Basin Water Enhancement Project 
(YRBWEP) (see Figure 2, next page). It is a common-sense, consensus-based collaborative 
governance approach to managing water supplies and restoring the Basin’s ecological 
functions.   

Provisions of the Integrated Plan include developing sufficient water supplies to support the 
Basin’s farms, fish, and families.   

Under RCW 90.38.100, Ecology must provide a status report to the Legislature and governor 
every odd-numbered year since December 2015. Each status report must include: 

• A description of measures taken that have been funded and implemented in the Basin 
and their effectiveness in meeting the objectives of the 2013 legislation. 

• A description of progress made towards concurrent realization of the Integrated Plan’s 
fish passage, watershed enhancement, and water supply goals. 

• A project funding list representing the state’s percentage cost-share to implement the 
Integrated Plan for the current biennium and cost estimates for subsequent biennia. 

• An annual summary of all projects’ development and implementation costs within the 
framework of the Integrated Plan. 
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Goals of the Integrated Plan 
Goals of the Integrated Plan are to protect and enhance fish and natural resources, improve 
water availability and reliability, establish more efficient water markets, manage the variability 
of water supplies, and prepare for the uncertainties of climate change through operational and 
structural changes. 

As the Integrated Plan projects move towards meeting the plan’s goals, they simultaneously 
move OCR towards meeting the program’s own legislative goals of developing water supply for 
both instream and out-of-stream uses (Table 1).   

Table 1 Ecology's Objectives and the Integrated Plan element equivalents 

   

Department of Ecology Objective Equivalent Integrated Plan Elements 

Protection, mitigation, and enhancement of 
fish and wildlife habitat 

Fish Passage 
Habitat/Watershed Protection and 
Enhancement 
Enhanced Water Conservation 

Improvement of water availability and 
reliability, which includes improvements to 
water delivery efficiency 

Surface Water Storage 
Groundwater Storage 
Enhanced Water Conservation 

Increasing water market efficiency Market Driven Reallocation 

Improve operational efficiency and flexibility 
at existing water supply and conveyance 
infrastructure and facilities 

Structural and Operational Improvements 
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Seven elements of the Integrated Plan 
Projects implemented under the Integrated Plan are associated with one or more of seven 
essential watershed improvement elements: 

Habitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement 
Protect and enhance critical habitat for anadromous4 and resident fish and wildlife through 
land acquisition, watershed protection, and habitat protection and/or enhancement. 

Fish Passage 
Provide upstream and downstream fish passage at all major Yakima River Basin storage 
reservoirs. 

Enhanced Water Conservation 
Aggressively implement water use efficiency measures to improve instream flows on critical 
stream reaches, increase water delivery precision, and achieve drought resiliency. 

Structural and Operational Changes 
Promote operational efficiency and flexibility at existing and new in-basin water supply and 
water conveyance infrastructure facilities. 

Surface Water Storage 
Develop an additional 450,000 ac-ft of water storage5 for supporting instream and out-of-
stream water uses. 

Groundwater Storage 
Recharge aquifers with surface water for storage for later withdrawal and use, and passive 
aquifer recharge/infiltration for improved aquatic habitats.   

Market Driven Reallocation 
Create conditions and remove barriers to allow for efficient water right trading between willing 
parties to improve water supplies and stream flow conditions.   

4Anadromous fish are born in freshwater and travel (migrate) to saltwater (ocean) where they grow to 
maturity, and then return to freshwater to spawn (eggs and sperm released into water by aquatic 
animals) and begin the cycle again. Anadromous fish include salmon and some species of sturgeon. 

5 The 450,000 ac-ft. water storage goal can be achieved by developing both surface water and 
groundwater storage.   
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Milestones achieved 2021-2022 
• Secured6 69% of the annual 85,000 ac-ft. water conservation requirement set by the 

federal 2019 lands package (S.4710). 
• Released 592 bull trout (61 in Gold Creek and 531 in the Kachess River) in 2021 and 550 

bull trout (84 in Gold Creek and 466 in the Kachess River) in 2022. 
• Commenced work on the Nelson Dam Removal Project (near the city of Yakima). 
• Published the 2020 Summer Sockeye Study evaluating potential fish passage challenges 

from Roza Dam to the mouth of the Yakima River. 
• Installed fish guidance boom and sluice gate at Sunnyside Dam in response to the 

findings from the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study. 
• Removed and rebuilt the Yakama Nation Unit 2 Diversion Dam. 
• Completed construction of the Cle Elum Fish Passage Facility 1,250-foot downstream 

bypass tunnel and several reservoir intake ramps. 
• Completed Yakima Basin Managed Aquifer Recharge Assessment, identifying and 

ranking potential groundwater storage opportunities in the Upper Yakima Basin. 
• Released the Yakima Basin Water Marketing Technical Report and Market Strategy7 . 
• Completed shoreline protection Speelyi Beach Day Use Area and Boat Launch and Wish 

Poosh campgrounds. 

Ongoing and upcoming work 
• Nelson Dam Removal Project. 
• Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plan Tier 2 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and 

Notice of Intent (NOI). 
• Purchase process of Springwood Ranch. 
• Debris boom placement for Cle Elum Fish Passage. 
• Initial flow test of Cle Elum Fish Passage lowest intake level of the helix. 
• Tjossem Ditch Headgate Decommission. 
• Cle Elum Fish Passage construction of remaining intakes and gates, secant drainage 

system installation, and tunnel work. 
• Cle Elum Pool Raise shoreline protection along the eastern shore of Cle Elum Lake. 
• Bull trout rescue and captive rearing work. 
• Agricultural and municipal enhanced water conservation efforts. 
• Floodplain restoration work and other aquatic habitat projects. 
• Support for Market Driven Reallocation. 
• Study and implement groundwater recharge across the Yakima River Basin. 
• Review on Clear Lake Dam fish passage design and permitting that precedes 

construction.   

6 Water savings calculated from projects that are both in progress and completed. 
7 https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/yakima-basin-water-market/outreach/ 

https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/yakima-basin-water-market/outreach/
https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/yakima-basin-water-market/outreach
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Yakama Nation Project Partners 
The Yakama Nation is a key partner in the development and implementation of the Integrated 
Plan. Since time immemorial, the people of the Yakama Nation have resided in the Basin, 
relying on the land for food, water, shelter, and medicine. The Yakama Nation is an advocate 
and steward of salmon and the waterways vital to restoring salmon populations8 . 

Before settlers began altering waterways in the Basin, salmonid runs were measured in the 
hundreds of thousands to millions. By the early 1900s, the construction of dams at the Cle 
Elum, Kachess, and Keechelus lakes and diversion of major waterways, including the Yakima 
River, cut off fish passage to these vital natal spawning and rearing grounds. The final demise of 
the sockeye salmon run in the Basin came with the construction of the Bumping Lake Dam on 
the Naches River branch of the Yakima River Basin, blocking the last passage to salmonid 
spawning and rearing grounds.   

To return fish runs in the Basin to near historic numbers, fish passage to these native spawning 
and rearing grounds must be restored. The Yakama Nation collaborates with Integrated Plan 
partners to restore fish passage and enhance fish habitat so both humans and wildlife can 
thrive in the Basin for years to come. 

Fish in, fish out 
The Cle Elum Fish Passage Project is one of the Integrated Plan’s most ambitious capital 
construction projects to-date. Currently, the Yakama Nation has been trapping adult sockeye 
salmon from the Yakima and Columbia rivers and hauling them to the Cle Elum Reservoir. Last 
year, the Yakama Nation captured and relocated 15,000 ready-to-spawn sockeye salmon. We 
anticipate that the Cle Elum Fish Passage facility will be 
completed by the time these fish return to the Cle Elum 
Reservoir to spawn.   

This project consists of two separate facilities: a hands-off 
juvenile facility and an adult collection facility. The 
construction of the adult collection facility at the base of 
Cle Elum Dam, which will be operated by the Yakama 
Nation once it is completed. Construction of the Cle Elum 
Dam Adult Fish Collection Facility is expected to start July 
mid 2024. This facility will be located at the base of Cle 
Elum Dam and will be operated by the Yakama Nation upon 
completion. 

At this facility, adult fish returning to the reservoir to 
spawn will be collected, measured, transported, and 
released in upstream tributaries and directly into the Cle 
Elum Reservoir.   

8 https://yakamafish-nsn.gov/our-mission/honor-protect-restore 

Helix construction 
Photo credit: BOR, Sept. 28, 2022 

https://yakamafish-nsn.gov/our-mission/honor-protect-restore
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The juvenile fish passage facility consists of 
intake ramps progressively lowering into the 
reservoir allowing fish to enter the 
innovative helix structure, where they are 
transported safely down to the bypass 
tunnel that leads to the Cle Elum River at 
the base of the dam. Construction of the 
vault that will hold the helix, the bypass 
tunnel, and several intake ramps that allow 
juvenile fish to exit the pool at different 
elevations is now complete. With the 
construction of the remaining project 
components underway, the project is on 
schedule to be up and running by 2026. 

Habitat restoration 
In addition to providing fish passage to 
historical spawning and rearing grounds, the 
Integrated Plan is also moving numerous habitat restoration projects forward to provide 
migrating fish with the cool, clean water vital to their survival. These projects vary widely and 
include removing a thermal barrier9 at the mouth of the Yakima River, restoring streams and 
floodplains, and improving in-stream flows using conserved water.   

In hot water 
The Bateman Island Causeway is located near the Yakima River mouth, blocking the cold water 
from the Columbia River from mixing with the warmer Yakima River water. As a result, this 
causeway creates a thermal barrier that is too hot for salmonids to survive in and prevents 
them from migrating upriver. In addition, this pocket of hot water is an ideal habitat for non-
native fish that prey upon the salmonids trapped in the area. By removing the causeway, water 
temperatures can return to acceptable levels for salmonids to survive and continue their way 
up and down the Yakima River. 

Other habitat restoration projects include restoring floodplain connectivity and removing 
stream channelization. This effort to return creeks to their natural flow provides hydration to 
parched creeks and streams and replenishes groundwater stores that flow into the adjacent 
waterways.   

These are just a few examples of Integrated Plan efforts working in unison to restore fish runs 
across the Basin. Through collaboration, key partnerships, innovation solutions, and adaptive 
management, these and other short-term and long-term projects can succeed because of the 
dedicated stewards that participate in the Integrated Plan.    

9 A thermal barrier is an area of water where temperatures are too high for fish to survive.   

Simcoe Creek large wood floodplain restoration, 
Yakama Nation Reservation.   
Photo credit: Shawna Warehime, Fisheries Biologist 
(Yakama Nation), 2022
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Seven Elements of the Integrated Plan & Status 
Updates 

Enhanced Water Conservation 
The Enhanced Water Conservation element focuses on gaining water savings through 
upgrading and enhancing water delivery systems by reducing leaks, changing out old irrigation 
methods with more efficient irrigation technologies, removing heavily water dependent 
landscaping by installing water-wise landscaping, and more. Water savings gained through this 
element benefits instream flows, drought resiliency, streamline operations and maintenance 
work, and reduces water delivery costs (delivering less water over time).   

In particular, the Wapato Irrigation Project (WIP), federally owned and operated by the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs, represents the greatest potential for conservation of water. As a result, the 
Integrated plan partners are prioritizing water conservation projects within the WIP. In fact, 
WIP has recently finished up its Comprehensive Integrated Water Conservation Plan.   

Over the past two years, Reclamation and Ecology have calculated the amount of water saved 
as water conservation projects are completed. These water savings will be applied as the 
Integrated Plan partners work to meet its total annual water conservation goal of 170,000 ac-ft. 
Since the implementation of the Integrated Plan began in 2013, projects completed or currently 
in progress will conserve an estimated 58,750 ac-ft. annually, with 20,985 ac-ft (35 percent) 
benefitting instream flows, 26,450 ac-ft. (45 percent) improving drought resiliency and 
operations and maintenance work, and 11,315 ac-ft. (20 percent) supporting conservation on 
the WIP (Figure 3). 

11,315 
(20%) 

20,985 
(35%) 

26,450 
(45%) 

Conservation on WIP 

Instream 

Drought Resiliency 

Figure 3 Water savings in ac-ft. broken out by benefit. 
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Water conserved through these projects 
could be put to use in the future for 
irrigating new WIP acreages. Currently, 
there are 126 water conservation projects, 
with 105 completed and 18 in progress. 

The majority of funding for local water 
conservation projects comes from local 
irrigation and conservation districts (Figure 
4). Many of the irrigation districts have 
self-funded conservation plans in place, 
reducing dependency on State funds to 
see projects to completion that are self-
funded and implemented over time. 

Breaking down Ecology’s funding by 
benefit: 

• Instream flows - $14.1 million 
(8,641 ac-ft.). 

• Drought resiliency - $4.9 million 
(2,389 ac-ft.). 

• WIP - $4.9 million (7,268 ac-ft.). 

Overall, Ecology’s portion of these funds have saved 31% of all water savings made possible 
through projects under this element.   

Wapato Irrigation Project 
Working together with the Yakama Nation and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Integrated 
Plan’s WIP water conservation efforts have achieved 11,315 ac-ft. in annual water savings. 
These projects include converting open ditch canals to pipe, upgrading aging pipelines, lining 
open canals, installing surface flow control structures in existing canals, and more. In total, 
approximately 18 miles of pipeline have been installed and over 4,200 linear feet of canal have 
been lined.   

Water conservation projects on WIP made significant headway with the completion of Satus 
Unit 2 canal lining and replacing leaking concrete pipeline and piping of laterals. This work is 
estimated to provide 6,808 ac-ft. in annual water savings. Additionally, WIP is moving forward 
to construct 10 long crested weir check and grade control structures. These control structures 
provide a more constant water level, increasing water delivery efficiency on the Satus 3 Pump 
Canal. 

Future WIP projects include the acquisition of a right-of-way for construction of a regulation 
reservoir in the Unit 2 West Branch Canal. This new regulation reservoir will provide increased 
stability and operational flexibility in water delivery by reducing the amount of spill at the end 
of the system. Once complete, this reservoir project is estimated to provide 7,700 ac-ft. in 
annual water savings.   

Figure 4 Enhanced Water Conservation project 
funding from 2013 thru 2022 broken out by 
source. 
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Upgrading and enhancing water delivery systems have allowed WIP to improve the area’s 
overall drought resiliency. Additionally, the instream flows of Toppenish Creek are also 
benefiting from these water savings as farmers are now able to rely on water delivered through 
these new upgraded water delivery systems instead of water provided by Toppenish Creek.   

Completed projects conserving 11,315 ac-ft. of water annually 

• Installed surface flow control structure in existing canals. 
• Modified and upgraded irrigation application systems (2,777 ac-ft.). 
• Replaced 77,000 feet of old pipeline (4,093 ac-ft.). 
• Converted 2.75 miles of open ditch to pipeline (1,730 ac-ft.). 
• Lined 4,230 feet of canals (1,445 ac-ft.). 
• Piped and lined Satus Unit 2 canals (1,270 ac-ft.). 

Pending projects 

Modifying and upgrading existing diversion infrastructure.   

Completed Unit 2 diversion dam rebuild 
Photo credit: Sepideh Sadeghi (OCR), 2022 
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Roza Irrigation District 
Roza Irrigation District (Roza) water 
conservation projects are calculated to save 
12,903 ac-ft. of water annually when all are 
completed. These water savings are 
achieved by lining and sealing canals, 
converting open laterals to pipe, and 
installing advanced flow meters. These 
water savings will improve Roza’s drought 
resiliency. Roza has funded the majority of 
their water conservation projects cost 
(76%), with remaining funds coming from 
Ecology (22%) and Reclamation (2%).   

Roza has completed several projects since 
2013, including the conversion of 
approximately 8 miles of open lateral 
canals to pipe, providing 6,016 ac-ft. in 
annual water savings, along with the 
installation of advanced flow meters that 
improve the precision and control of water 
releases. In 2023, Roza finished sealing 2.5 
miles of the main canal that is anticipated 
to 2,500 ac-ft. in water savings. 

Water-wise landscaping and 
heritage gardens 
The North and South Yakima Conservation 
Districts continue their partnership with the 
Heritage Garden Program (created by the 
Benton Conservation District and the 
Columbia Basin Chapter of the Washington Native Plant Society) in providing public outreach 
and education opportunities on the benefits of water-wise landscaping and heritage gardens in 
place of traditional lawns. Heritage gardens are a type of water-wise landscaping that 
incorporates the unique cultural features of the local area, using less water intensive native 
plants and benefits the local wildlife.   

In 2020 and 2021, workshops previously held in-person transitioned to a virtual setting to 
provide continued outreach and education while maintaining social distancing during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. By the end of 2021, 12 home gardens had been certified as Heritage 
Gardens that conserve at total of 1.2 ac-ft. of water per year by converting traditional lawns 
with native drought resistant plants.   

  

Roza main canal sealing complete. Dry (top) 
and full (bottom) canal comparison.   
Photo credit: Roza Irrigation District, 2022 (dry 
canal) and Kevin Haydon (OCR), 2022 (full canal) 
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Kittitas County Conservation District 

Irrigation efficiencies   
Kittitas County Conservation District (KCCD) partnered with Trout Unlimited (TU) and 
Washington Water Trust to promote KCCD’s on-farm Irrigation Efficiencies Grant Program. This 
program provides incentives to landowners to upgrade irrigation and water delivery systems to 
more efficient methods. By the end of the 2022 calendar year, 2,150 acres of farmland have 
been converted from flood irrigation to sprinkler, and 4 miles of earthen ditch have been 
converted to pipe, saving 2,724 ac-ft. of water annually. Currently, KCCD has secured funding 
for more on-farm irrigation conversions projected to save up to 809 ac-ft. annually. These water 
savings are put towards restoring instream flows of upper Yakima Basin tributaries. KCCD and 
their partners continue to reach out to eligible landowners to promote this project10 . 

Toppenish to Teanaway 
In partnership with the Yakama Nation and U.S. Department of Agriculture Regional 
Conservation Partnership Program, KCCD Toppenish to Teanaway Conservation Partnership 
Program continues to seek potential project location sites in the upper Yakima River Basin. 
Working with landowners in key subbasins, including Naneum Creek, Dry Creek, and Taneum 
Creek in Kittitas County, this program focuses on gaining water savings through improvements 
to outdated water conveyance and irrigation systems. Water savings will be put to use in 
improving instream flows, enhancing fish habitat, and improving water quality in these critical 
stream reaches. 

In addition to these programs, KCCD and TU are also in the process of acquiring 2,120 ac-ft. of 
stockwater water rights in the upper basin, which will go towards augmenting instream flows.   

Completed projects and associated water savings 

• Converted 2,150 acres of farmland from flood irrigation to sprinkler, providing 2,724 ac-
ft. in annual water savings. 

• Converted 4 miles of earthen ditch to pipe, providing 574 ac-ft. in annual water savings. 

Ongoing projects 

• Converting 471 acres of farmland from flood irrigation to sprinkler, providing 809 ac-ft. 
in annual water savings. 

Kittitas Reclamation District 
Kittitas Reclamation District (KRD) water conservation projects are currently calculated to save 
9,437 ac-ft. of water per year. These water saving projects include lining leaky canals and 
siphons, and installing new and upgrading existing pipes. Water previously lost through leaky 
water delivery infrastructure, is now put to use supplementing instream flows and restoring 
riparian and aquatic habitats of Big, Little, Manastash, Taneum, and Tucker creeks. These 

10 For more information regarding the Irrigation Efficiency Grant Program, you can visit KCCD’s website: 
https://www.kccd.net/irrigation-efficiencies-program 

https://www.kccd.net/irrigation-efficiencies-program
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efforts have allowed for coho salmon to be reintroduced into Tucker Creek and Little Creek 
during winter of 2021. Coho salmon were last seen in these creeks almost 100 years ago. 

Completed projects 
• Piped and upgraded the 13.6 and 13.8 laterals, and constructed a permanent turnout to 

Manastash Creek, providing 1,300 ac-ft. in annual water savings. 
• Lined 3.4 miles of North Branch Canal, providing 4,738 ac-ft. in annual water savings. 
• Worked with Trout Unlimited to unstack redundant water rights along Manastash 

Creek, resulting in 337 ac-ft. in water rights savings that directly benefit the instream 
flows of Manastash Creek. 

Ongoing projects 
• Phase 2 of the South Branch Canal piping project, which will convert an open canal to 

pipe, saving 1,741 ac-ft. per year. 
• Lining an additional 5,600 linear feet of North Branch Canal, saving 1,110 ac-ft. per year. 

  

KRD tributary supplementation for Little Creek. 
Photo credit: Jennifer Stephens (OCR), 2019 
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Habitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement 
In addition to improving fish passage to historical spawning and rearing grounds, the Integrated 
Plan continues to advance numerous habitat restoration projects that provide migrating fish 
with the cool, clean water vital to their survival. These habitat conservation, restoration, and 
enhancement actions include addressing the thermal barrier11 at the mouth of the Yakima 
River, restoring stream habitats, reconnecting floodplains, and protecting and restoring upper 
Basin tributaries. With previous efforts under this element focusing more on upper basin 
projects, the Integrated Plan now includes more projects in the lower river too.   

The Integrated Plan’s Watershed Lands Conservation Subcommittee published its Phase 2 Plan 
in June 2021. This plan focuses on land acquisition, designations on public lands, river corridors, 
and forest health management for continued implementation of the habitat protection 
element over the next 10 years.   

Bull Trout Enhancement 
Through the Bull Trout Enhancement (BTE) Memorandum of Understanding, Ecology, 
Reclamation, Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), U.S. Forest Service, 
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) continue working together with water and fish 
managers throughout the Basin to improve and increase bull trout resiliency. This effort led to 
the Gold Creek Restoration project, which is funded through the Integrated Plan and other non-
state funding sources. BTE work centers on improving fish passages and enhancing, restoring, 
and protecting vital fish habitat. Efforts are underway in many of the tributaries from the 
headwaters of the Yakima River to where it   meets the Columbia River. The Yakama Nation, 
WDFW, and USFWS, will continue to closely monitor Kachess River and Box Canyon Creek to 
determine success of repopulation efforts. 

Bull Trout Working Group 
The Yakima Bull Trout Working Group (BTWG) is an informal group consisting of representatives 
from federal and state agencies, the Yakama Nation, conservation non-profits, and the public. 
In addition to advocating for bull trout recovery in the Basin, BTWG shares data, brainstorming 
innovative recovery project ideas, and provides funding recommendations and feedback on bull 
trout projects.   

11 Thermal barrier: an area of water where the temperatures are too high for migrating salmon to survive.   
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Bull Trout Task Force 
The Bull Trout Task Force (BTTF) is a team of 
on-the-ground crew members that carries 
out bull trout recovery activities in the Basin. 
Work includes public outreach, removing 
recreational rock dams, emergency fish 
salvage, monitoring passage conditions to 
spawning grounds, and tracking populations. 
By the end of the 2022 calendar year, BTTF 
has removed over 780 recreational rock 
dams, provided outreach to over 8,000 
individuals12 , and posted 97 educational 
signs on bull trout entrapment issues and 
bull trout habitat in Kittitas and Yakima 
counties13. 

Bull trout salvaging 
The Yakama Nation and WDFW are leaders 
in bull trout salvage, or the rescue of young 
fish stranded in small pools created when 
stream flows drop. These young fish are rescued and reared in captivity until they are large 
enough to be released back into their natal streams: Gold Creek, Kachess Creek, and Box 
Canyon Creek. Providing these fish with a safe place to grow to a larger size improves survival 
rates. 

Lower Yakima River   
For fish returning to their spawning and rearing grounds, high water temperatures in late 
summer can impede their migration. Cold water contributions from upper Basin tributaries is 
vital for fish to survive in the lower stretches of the Yakima River. As summer temperatures in 
the Basin continue to climb, and instream flows continue to drop in these tributaries, this 
hampers the Yakima River mainstem to maintain those crucial cooler temperatures at critical 
downstream reaches.   

The Lower River Subgroup is studying these problems and have initiated several studies listed 
below: 

• Smolt survival rates at several lower Yakima River diversion dams 
• Continuous temperature and dissolved oxygen monitoring (data available online14) 
• Improving water mixing where the Columbia and Yakima rivers meet 
• Impacts to water quality due to flora overgrowth and physical barriers 

12 http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/bull-trout-recovery/   
13 http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Bull-Trout-Task-Force-2021-summary.pdf 
14 https://www.usgs.gov/data/2018-longitudinal-water-temperature-profiles-yakima-river-washington 

Bull Trout Task Force   
Photo credit: BTTF, 2022 

2022 crew members (from left to right) Aimee 
Taylor (Field Biologist), Sam Scherck (Field Lead), 
Kristi Morrison (BTTF Tech), and Avery Bryant 
(BTTF Tech) 

http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/bull-trout-recovery/bull-trout-task-force/
http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Bull-Trout-Task-Force-2021-summary.pdf
https://www.usgs.gov/data/2018-longitudinal-water-temperature-profiles-yakima-river-washington
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Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study   
The Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study examines factors affecting smolt survival in the 
Yakima River from the City of Yakima (mid-basin) to where the Columbia and Yakima rivers 
meet. In 2020, the U.S. Geographic Survey (USGS) and Yakama Nation continued fish tagging 
efforts and were able to release over 1,200 smolt at the Wapato, Sunnyside, and Prosser dams. 
Data analysis from these tagged fish is ongoing.   

Data from this study will focus on reporting results for the past three years and monitoring the 
Sunnyside Dam fish guidance boom project. Early indications suggest that juvenile fish survival 
is higher if fish can be redirected to stay in the river and not enter the canal head gates (and 
take a small side trip through some infrastructure before making their way back to the river via 
a fish bypass). More information on this project can be found on page 33. 

Bateman Island causeway removal 
For the past 80 years, the Bateman Island Causeway has hindered cooler water from the 
Columbia River from mixing with the warmer water from the Yakima River where these two 
rivers converge. This mixing zone is important for fish migrating to spawning and rearing 
grounds in the upper Yakima River Basin. If the water at the mouth of the Yakima River is too 
hot, the fish are trapped there; this creates ideal conditions for predators.   

Once the causeway is removed, the mixing of Columbia and Yakima River waters will reduce 
water temperatures and turbidity, flush out toxic algae currently thriving in the stagnated 

Sunnyside fish guidance boom. 
Photo credit: Kevin Haydon (OCR), 2022 
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waters impounded by the causeway, and increase dissolved oxygen levels at the mouth of the 
Yakima River. Providing cooler and cleaner water at the mouth of the Yakima River will aid 
return rates of migrating fish to their spawning grounds. The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers are 
working with Ecology, WDFW and Mid-Columbia Fisheries Enhancement Group (MCFEG) on 
environmental review and early design for the removal of the Bateman Island Causeway. The 
removal design is anticipated to reach 30% by the end of 2024. 

Stargrass removal   
Native to the rivers and streams of the Basin, water stargrass (Heteranthera dubia) can be 
found along the shore and in calm waters of the Yakima River. Under normal streamflow 
conditions, water stargrass grows along the sunny banks of the Yakima River where it is fed 
upon by wading birds and ducks15 . When stream conditions are altered and flows are slowed 
down due to high out-of-stream demands, culverts, dikes, and levees to accommodate 
roadways, these calm and slow waters become ideal for water stargrass to flourish. Overgrowth 
of this aquatic plant increases dissolved oxygen levels and water temperature and can also 
block salmon from reaching gravelly river bottoms for spawning16 . 

With support from Ecology, MCFEG and Benton County Conservation District (BCCD) are in the 
process of creating an emergency drought response plan to remove water stargrass from 
Prosser Dam to the mouth of the Yakima River. MCFEG began mapping the distribution of water 
stargrass in the Yakima River in 2021. A comprehensive map of the location of dense water 
stargrass patches is one of the first steps in developing the emergency drought response plan.   

In 2021, BCCD unveiled a new custom-designed aquatic plant harvester that removes the entire 
plant by pulling it up by the roots. By using the harvester versus labor intensive manual 
removal, BCCD is able to remove more water stargrass in less time to help maintain healthy 
river flows and improve water quality. Between 2022 and 2023, BCCD has harvested an 
estimated total of 500,000 pounds of stargrass. BCCD plans to continue using the aquatic plant 
harvester for the 2024 stargrass removal season (spring to fall) .    

Lower Yakima River Thermal Refuge Assessment and Enhancement Project 
Cool water refuge sites in the lower Yakima River provide resting and recuperating stops for 
adult salmon migrating upstream during times when water temperatures are too high for 
survival. Such thermal refuge sites may also provide vital rearing habitats for juvenile fish in the 
colder winter months17 . This project focuses on collecting water temperatures in the lower 
Yakima River and utilizing this data to locate potential thermal refuge habitat project locations. 

15 Burke Herbarium Image Collection Vascular Plants, Macrofungi, & Lichenized Fungi of Washington, 
http://biology.burke.washington.edu/ 

16 More information can be found online at http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/ 
17 Cool water refuge projects – lower yakima river. Mid-Columbia Fisheries Enhancement Group. (n.d.). 

https://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/lower-yakima-river/cool-water-refuge-projects-rm-2-5-and-
4-9/ 

http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/
https://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/lower-yakima-river/cool-water-refuge-projects-rm-2-5-and-4-9/
https://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/lower-yakima-river/cool-water-refuge-projects-rm-2-5-and-4-9/
http://biology.burke.washington.edu
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As of the end of the 2022 calendar year, the highest recorded temperature was 84.5 degrees 
Fahrenheit 18 , well above the 79.7 degrees Fahrenheit survival limit for salmon19 .   

Previous studies of water temperatures in the lower Yakima River did not provide information 
regarding salmon use of cool water refuge sites, cool water seep stability, or seasonal 
temperature fluxes. The data collected in the lower Yakima River Thermal Refuge Assessment 
will fill in those data gaps and provide a more complete picture of the thermal dynamics in the 
lower Yakima River. Preliminay findings of this study are expected to be released by the end of 
the 2024 calendar year. Data collection and analysis are ongoing. 

Yakima Basin Water Quality Inventory database   
BCCD and Washington State University at Tri-Cities are working on developing a comprehensive 
Yakima Basin Water Quality Inventory database20 of streamflow rates, water temperature, and 
dissolved oxygen levels on the Yakima River mainstem and tributaries. This vital information is 
currently disjointed and stored in multiple state, federal, and other databases. The new 
comprehensive database will join these databases and also cross-link with bull trout monitoring 
data and offer mapping capabilities. This will streamline research efforts and reduce the time it 
takes to gather data.   

Basin-wide floodplain restoration   
A significant component of the Integrated Plan’s watershed protection element is the 
restoration of floodplain functionality. Properly functioning floodplains are essential to 
maintaining a healthy watershed. Floodplains are wide, flat areas adjacent to waterways that 
act as a sponge when water levels breach river and stream banks during flood events. When 
waterways are cut off from their floodplain their streambanks can start to incise, water quality 
suffers, and water tables drop. 

Floodplains provide upland and instream benefits and aid in recovery of adfluvial21 and 
anadromous22 fish, including salmon, bull trout and the federally listed steelhead. They also 
buffer the impacts of flood events to both rural and urban developments, reducing the financial 
risks and threats to human safety commonly associated with flood events.   

There are many ways to restore a floodplain. Redesigning roads and removing structures, such 
as levees that cut waterways off from floodplains are just a few examples. By removing these 
barriers, floodplains are able to reconnect naturally over time as flood events start to create 

18 https://ecology.wa.gov/Blog/Posts/August-2018/Floating-the-Yakima-River-with-a-purpose 
19 Richter, A. & Kolmes, S. A. (2005). Maximum Temperature Limits for Chinook, Coho, and Chum 

Salmon, and Steelhead Trout in the Pacific Northwest. 
https://www.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/document/2020/Oct/07354626288.pdf 

20 More information can be found online at https://www.bentoncd.org/resource-library 
21 Adfluvial fish species spawn in tributary streams where the young rear from 1 to 4 years before 

migrating to a lake system, where they grow to maturity.   
22 Anadromous fish species spawn in fresh water but spend a significant portion of their life in the ocean.   

https://ecology.wa.gov/Blog/Posts/August-2018/Floating-the-Yakima-River-with-a-purpose
https://www.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/document/2020/Oct/07354626288.pdf
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side channels and bring in sediment and other materials that will settle across the area, 
widening the once narrow and incised floodplain.   

To date, the Integrated Plan has completed several large wood placement projects in the upper 
Basin. Placing large logs and root wads in strategic locations within the Basin’s tributaries slows 
the flow of water and causes water to spread across the floodplain where it infiltrates into the 
water table. This type of work has been completed at 14 waterways23 throughout the Basin.   

Other floodplain restoration projects 
Completed work 

• Schaake Habitat Improvement project 
o Floodplain reconnection24 - 130 acres   
o Floodplain enhancements25 - 11 acres   
o Levee removal - 0.9 miles   
o Wetland restoration and enhancement - 40 acres 

• Gap-to-Gap 
o Floodplain reconnection - 1,900 acres   

• Naches River   
o Completion of the Trout Meadow pilot channels 
o Removal of 600 feet of McCormick Levee 
o Land acquisition - 140 acres - located between Ramblers Park and Trout Meadows   
o Construction of 2,500 feet of approach channels and road armoring 

Completed barrier removal projects   

• Yakima River Mile 89.5 levee breach   
• Wapato levee breach   
• Toppenish Creek   

o Island Road and Mile 89.5 designs 
o 3-way levee setback 

23 Umtanum, Little Rattlesnake, Satus, North Fork Manastash, Jungle, Rye, Indian, First, Middle, Dicky, 
Jack, Carlson and Lick Creeks, and the Little Naches River. 

24 Floodplain reconnection work can include levee setbacks, right of way acquisitions, side channel 
excavation, restoring floodplain hydrology, and more.   

25 Floodplain enhancement work can include weed management, native vegetation plantings, and more.   
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Ongoing work   

• Selah Gap-to-Union Gap (component of Gap-to-Gap) 
o Blue Slough reconnection study 
o Levee setbacks 
o Right of way acquisition 

• Naches River   
o Floodplain reconnection - 82 acres   
o Nelson Dam removal and rebuild 

• Ringer Loop Road 
o Floodplain reconnection and enhancement - 422 acres 

• Schaake Habitat Improvement project 
o Floodplain reconnection and enhancement - 70 acres 

• Toppenish Creek   
o Island Road Floodplain Reconnection project 
o Fan Habitat Restoration Project 
o Mile 89.5 Floodplain Reconnection project 
o Upper Toppenish Creek Restoration and Floodplain Reconnection at Pom Pom 

Road 
• Donald Wapato Conveyance Improvement project (improve habitat and riparian 

establishment in the Wapato reach of the Yakima River mainstem) 
• Tjossem Road ditch headgate decommission 
• WIP Satus Creek diversion dam removal and floodplain restoration 

Construction on the Nelson Dam removal project, Naches River. 
Photo credit: Mike Shane (City of Yakima), 2023 
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Teanaway Community Forest 
In 2013, the Washington State Legislature purchased the Teanaway Community Forest26 (TCF). 
It is one of the largest community forests in the state. TCF co-managers (Washington 
Department of Natural Resources and WDFW) work with the TCF Advisory Committee to 
develop and implement sustainable management plans.   

This work provides benefits ranging from expanding recreational opportunities to maintaining 
the TCF as a sustainable working forest. Critical habitats and headwaters within the TCF are 
protected through sustainable management practices and restoration work to improve 
watershed function. Large wood restoration projects have been completed in eight creeks 
(Jungle, Rye, Jack, Indian, First, Middle, Dickey, Lick, and Carlson), as well as the North Fork 
Teanaway River. Large wood restoration work is ongoing in the Mainstem Teanaway.   

Central Washington University (CWU) is monitoring groundwater level responses to large wood 
placement in Yakima River tributaries located in the TCF. CWU’s data analysis will provide 
valuable insight into the groundwater levels associated with large wood floodplain restoration.   

26 The Teanaway was designated by the legislature as a community forest in 2013 following the State’s 
purchase of the land. 

Completed work on the North Fork Teanaway River. 
Photo credit: Kevin Haydon (OCR), 2022 
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Groundwater Storage 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) projects provide municipalities and water purveyors with a 
low-cost water storage alternative to traditional surface water storage reservoirs. A typical 
surface water storage reservoir requires large areas of land and extensive infrastructure. ASR 
projects capture excess water during times of high system flows and inject it into an aquifer 
where it is held until needed for augmenting instream flows and/or for meeting out-of-stream 
demands (Figure 5). To replenish an aquifer without injection, water can be released over an 
aquifer’s recharge area to infiltrate into the groundwater. This process is referred to as shallow 
aquifer recharge and can benefit both aquatic and riparian habitats by allowing for seasonal 
recovery of cooler groundwater into adjacent streams and improve stream flow conditions.   

The Integrated Plan Groundwater Storage Subcommittee is performing a Basin-wide 
groundwater storage analysis to identify groundwater storage opportunities in the upper and 
lower Basins. Groundwater work in the upper Basin includes KRD identifying high-priority 
managed aquifer recharge sites and the City of Ellensburg completing a prefeasibility ASR study. 
In the lower Basin, CWU continues to advance their Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) and 
hydrogeology data collection, while the Yakama Nation moves forward on their Toppenish Fan 
MAR projects.   

Figure 5 Aquifer Storage and Recovery Diagram 
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Groundwater storage and recharge   
• Fewer environmental impacts than surface water reservoirs 
• Lower construction costs than traditional surface storage reservoirs 
• No impediments to fish passage 
• Aid in the stabilization of groundwater levels 
• Boost cool groundwater discharge into adjacent wetlands and streams 
• Help mitigate climate change impacts and increased occurrence of drought conditions 
• Storage usually available during high surface flow events 

Groundwater Storage projects 

Yakama Nation 
The Yakama Nation has analyzed water infiltration volume data from the 2020-2021 water year 
for the Toppenish Recharge Fan Shallow Aquifer Recharge project. The data suggests that 2,000 
ac-ft. of water was infiltrated into the Toppenish Fan aquifer. The Yakama Nation is building on 
this and is in the process of drafting a summary of their programmatic MAR Plan. They are 
currently seeking federal funding for additional ASR and MAR projects. Federal funding 
opportunities are discussed further in the Integrated Plan Project Funding Chapter, starting on 
page 36. 

Central Washington University   
CWU continues to advance groundwater storage in the Basin with a study titled Strategies for 
Groundwater Storage in Diverse Settings of the Yakima Basin: Headwater Tributaries and Lower 
Basin Irrigation Districts. In 2020, CWU completed a geochemical assessment of potential 
groundwater storage locations in the Yakima Basin. Results from this study provide a better 
understanding of how shallow and deep groundwaters interact in the upper Basin and has 
identified two potential MAR sites in Roslyn and Badger Pocket (Kittitas County).   

In 2021, CWU began further quantifying groundwater storage benefits of large-wood 
placement on Indian Creek and floodplain storage potential at the Teanaway River. 
Groundwater level monitoring is currently underway at Indian Creek near Teanaway Valley 
Family Farm. CWU’s next step in this analysis will be to determine native groundwater 
quantities versus Yakima River water infiltrating into the groundwater using isotopes. Expected 
start date is between 2024-25.   

In 2022, CWU expanded the floodplain storage study at Teanaway Valley Family Farm. A 
groundwater model will be developed for the site to quantify the water balance and seasonal 
return flow benefits. A key component is evapotranspiration (ET) changes resulting from 
floodplain restoration. CWU will conduct a study to evaluate ET changes at Teanaway Valley 
Family Farm and Taneum Creek sites.   

In the lower Basin, CWU conducted a geochemical and hydrogeologic study in the Badger-
Coulee area in the Kennewick Irrigation District (KID) service area (Benton County). Results of 
this study are expected to be released by the end of January 2024. CWU will also evaluate 
potential MAR sites in the Rattlesnake Ridge area. The study will investigate hydrogeologic 
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conditions and potential recharge methods. This is an initial step to identify MAR opportunities 
in the basalt aquifers near Konnawac Pass (Yakima County). 

Kittitas Reclamation District (KRD) 
KRD has identified four top-ranked sites suitable for MAR projects (from highest  to lowest 
priority: Taneum Creek, Naneum Creek, Big Creek, and Little Creek). KRD received additional 
funding in 2022 to conduct a MAR pilot test at the Taneum Creek site and expand monitoring 
efforts at high-priority MAR locations, with results anticipated in late 2023.   

KRD will conduct an initial investigation of a basalt ASR site near Reecer Creek. This area was 
identified as a geological structural zone, which may be suitable for groundwater storage. KRD 
has also received funding for the development of a Central Data Repository and GIS 
Clearinghouse of Integrated Plan groundwater data. The project will develop a centralized 
information system accessible to Integrated Plan participants, the public and consultants to 
support Integrated Plan groundwater storage and data collection efforts in the Basin.   

Other groundwater projects 
• The City of Ellensburg completed a pre-feasibility study in 2021 that identified an 

opportunity to implement ASR to benefit municipal water supply and instream flows for 
the Yakima River. The Groundwater Subcommittee recommended funding a full 
feasibility study in 2022 that will include an ASR pilot. This feasibility study is expected to 
be completed in 2024.   

• The City of Moxee began an ASR feasibility study in 2022 and is expected to be 
completed in 2024, to evaluate seasonal water availability for aquifer storage, model 
aquifer conditions, and evaluate other regulatory requirements to advance a project. The 
study will assess the benefits of ASR to municipal groundwater supply and late season 
baseflow in the Yakima River, which may benefit Total Water Supply Available (defined in 
WAC 173-539A-03027) and aquatic habitat in the Basin. 

  

27 https://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-539A-030 

https://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-539A-030
https://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-539A-030
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Surface Water Storage 
The Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant, Springwood Reservoir, and Bumping Reservoir 
enlargement projects could all help meet the Integrated Plan’s 450,000 ac-ft. surface water 
storage goal. Looking ahead, other sites in the mid-lower Basin might be evaluated as potential 
new surface storage options. 

The Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant 
In 2021, Roza Irrigation District, in coordination with Ecology and Reclamation, continued the 
development of a proposed floating pumping plant (Alternative 4) design for the Tier 2 National 
Environmental Policy Act process. Alternative 4 was identified as the preferred alternative in 
the 2019 Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant (KDRPP) and Keechelus Reservoir-to-Kachess 
Reservoir Conveyance Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). The design uses a floating 
pumping plant to provide access to 200,000 ac-ft. of water held in an inactive pool located just 
below the current reservoir outlet.   

This pumping plant will be atop a floating platform that is tethered to the uplands to keep it 
positioned over the reservoir. The floating platform will allow the pumping plant to move up 
and down with the fluctuating water levels in the reservoir.   

Once operational, the pumping plant will only be active during times of drought when irrigation 
districts receive less than 70% of their Reclamation water supply. Pumped water will be 
conveyed to the Yakima River for distribution to participating junior water right permit holders, 
with the option of leaving a portion of this water instream to enhance stream flows. Roza has 
committed to paying for a substantial portion of the cost to design, construct, operate and 
maintain the drought relief pumping plant. 

Following the release of the KDRPP EIS in 2019, Reclamation released a Record of Decision that 
discussed the need for a Tier 2 EIS28 to analyze the potential project impacts on critical fish 
habitat, domestic groundwater wells, and surrounding property values. If it is found that 
domestic wells could be impacted, then mitigation and adaptive management strategies will be 
developed. The USFWS are conducting a study on bull trout trap and haul measures utilized at 
Tieton, Bumping, Kachess, and Keechelus dams29 . Results of this study will guide the potential 
design of a mobile steep pass to collect bull trout at Kachess Narrows, concurrent with the 
implementation of KDRPP. Data analysis is ongoing.   

Springwood Reservoir KRD is in the process of narrowing down potential sites for additional 
surface water storage in the upper Yakima River Basin. One potential site examined in the 
appraisal level Upper Yakima System Storage evaluation, the proposed Springwood Reservoir, 
would be located south of the Teanaway Community Forest and would have an estimated 
storage volume of between 20,000 and 68,000 ac-ft.    

28 Tier-2 EIS is equivalent to a supplemental EIS under the State Environmental Policy Act. 
29 Current study progress report can be found here: https://tinyurl.com/USFWS-Bull-Trout-Study 

https://tinyurl.com/USFWS-Bull-Trout-Study
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The initial geotechnical investigation at the site in 2019 was promising, and additional 
geotechnical investigation is planned as the proposed project moves into the feasibility phase 
after the Phase I Environmental Assessment is complete. The Recreation and Conservation 
Office received $24 million in 2023-25 capital appropriations to purchase the Springwood Ranch 
property. KRD is currently working closely with partners to investigate funding options to move 
forward with a feasibility study for the project. As proposed, the volume of water held in 
Springwood Reservoir will benefit instream flows for fish in the Yakima River. 

Bumping Reservoir Enlargement 
The Bumping Reservoir Enlargement Project, located approximately 40 miles northwest of 
Yakima, will involve construction of a new dam and fish passage facility located approximately 
4,500 feet downstream from the existing dam, which was constructed over a century ago. This 
project is estimated to increase the storage capacity of the reservoir from 33,700 ac-ft up to 
190,000 ac-ft. Site considerations for this project are ongoing.    

Aerial view of the narrows, Kachess Reservoir 
Photo credit Kirsten Strough (BOR), 2012 
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Fish Passage 
Fish passage projects are vital to restoring depleted fish runs in the Basin. The goal is to provide 
access to crucial cold water spawning and rearing grounds for returning anadromous adult fish 
and restore the ability of these fish to migrate out to the ocean to begin their next stage of life. 
In partnership with the Yakama Nation, Ecology and Reclamation are moving forward with 
multiple fish passage projects on Clear Lake, Cle Elum Reservoir, and Tieton Dam. 

These projects focus on providing upstream and downstream fish passage at U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation dams in the Basin. With migratory adult fish finally able reach their spawning and 
rearing grounds and juvenile fish once again able to migrate out to the ocean, we will be one 
step closer to self-sustaining, harvestable fish runs to support Yakama Nation federal treaty 
rights.   

Cle Elum Fish Passage 
The Cle Elum Dam Fish Passage project will allow juvenile and adult fish to pass by the dam 
(Figure 6) in a range of reservoir water levels during their migration season. Facilities 
construction began in 2015. The intake ramps and helix fish transportation structure started 
taking form in spring of 2019. To date, construction of the secant vault that will hold the helix, 
the two lowest level intake ramps, and the downstream bypass tunnel is complete. The juvenile 
fish passage facility will use surface flows from the reservoir to attract juvenile fish to the intake 
ramps that lead to the smooth-flowing water in the helix.   

Figure 6 Cle Elum Fish Passage Diagram 
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From the helix, fish enter into the bypass tunnel at the base of the dam that takes them straight 
to the Cle Elum River and on their way out to the ocean.   

Construction of the adult collection facility will start in July 2024. This facility will capture 
migrating adult fish, that are returning from the ocean, before they reach the dam and funnel 
them to a truck that will haul and deposit them above the dam into upstream tributaries so 
they can reach their spawning and rearing grounds. This project will reopen 30 miles of 
upstream habitat for salmon, steelhead, and other fish in Cle Elum River and its tributaries. 
Even with delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Cle Elum Fish Passage project is on 
schedule for completion in 2026.   

Until the fish passage facilities are complete and operating, the Yakama Nation will continue to 
capture fish from the Yakima and Columbia rivers for transfer to the streams that feed the Cle 
Elum Reservoir. In 2020, a record number of 15,000 reintroduced sockeye salmon were trapped 
and hauled to the Cle Elum Reservoir to spawn. With such a large number of sockeye returning 
to the Basin under the old trap and haul model, this state-of-the-art facility is a tremendous 
opportunity to restore fish runs for native fish.   

Cle Elum Fish Passage intake ramp gate chamber construction work. 
Photo credit: Ryan Roberts (BOR), October 2022   
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Clear Creek Dam 
The Clear Creek Dam Fish Passage design is at 90% and consists of a traditional pool-and-weir, 
or fish ladder, style fish passage design. There is a steel bulkhead at the upstream end of the 
structure to draw up cool water from deeper in the reservoir. This will maintain suitable water 
temperatures for migrating bull trout. The fish ladder design was completed in 2021 and 
environmental compliance and permitting will be completed by the end of 2024. 

In the meantime, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Reclamation and WDFW will continue bull trout 
capture efforts below Clear Creek Dam and haul the fish to the North Fork Tieton River 
spawning and rearing grounds (upstream of the Clear Creek Dam). Captured fish are reared in 
facilities until they are large enough to release back into the North Fork Tieton River to spawn. 
Since 2016, 104 captured young bull trout have been raised to adult size and released into the 
North Fork Tieton River.   

Box Canyon Creek 
Ecology continues to provide input to Reclamation, WDFW, Roza, and other fish passage 
restoration experts on the Box Canyon Creek Fish Passage Enhancement Project. This project 
will enhance spawning habitat in the upper Yakima River Basin by improving channel roughness 
and placing large wood debris in strategic locations in Box Canyon Creek. It will also provide a 
portion of the mitigation required under KDRPP (page 28). The designs for this project are 
currently 60% complete.   

Tieton Dam 
Bull trout rescue efforts are continuing at Tieton Dam, located at the Rimrock Reservoir. 
Juvenile bull trout finding themselves in shallow pools as the water levels recede are retrieved 
and reared in a captive facility. Once the fish reach a length of at least 150mm, they are 
released back into the Tieton River to finish their journey to the ocean. 

The South Fork Bridge 
Replacement project will better 
accommodate fish passage at the 
Tieton Dam by increasing access 
to and from the reservoir during a 
wider range of water levels.   

Design efforts by Yakima County 
on a replacement bridge are 
ongoing. Fish biologists and 
engineers continue to evaluate a 
variety of fish passage structure 
types for this facility, factoring in 
topography, flows, land 
ownership, reservoir depths and 
fish utilization.    

Aerial view of Tieton Dam 
Photo credit: Dave Walsh (BOR), 2012 
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Structural & Operational Changes 
Projects under the Structural 
and Operational Changes 
element of the Integrated Plan 
improve efficiency and 
flexibility of water delivery 
systems by upgrading existing 
facilities and removing fish 
passage barriers. These efforts 
will create more reliable water 
supplies to meet instream 
flow needs and out-of-stream 
demands. 

Cle Elum Pool Raise 
By extending the Cle Elum 
Dam radial gates by three feet 
in 2017, the Cle Elum Pool 
Raise project increases the 
storage capacity of the Cle Elum Reservoir by 14,600 ac-ft. Once shoreline stabilization work is 
complete, the additional 14,600 ac-ft. of water can be stored and will be released for 
augmenting instream flows in the Cle Elum and Yakima rivers and improving fish habitat. 

The Cle Elum Pool Raise project met several milestones over the past two years, commencing 
shoreline stabilization along Salmon La Sac Road and contracting out shoreline protection work 
for Sandelin Lane. Additionally, shoreline protection construction at Wish Poosh Campground 
and Boat Launch was completed in May 2022. The designs for shoreline stabilization design for 
the Morgan Creek and Night Sky sites are currently 60% complete. Design work is ongoing and 
is expected to continue through 2024. The remaining six shoreline stabilization design and 
construction work areas will be implemented as funds become available.   

Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival study 
Dams, predators, low river flows, poor water quality, and other environmental conditions can 
decrease the number of smolts making it to the ocean to start the next phase of their life cycle. 
The Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study examines factors affecting smolt survival in the 
Yakima River mainstem from the City of Yakima (mid-basin) to where it meets the Columbia 
River near the Tri-Cities.   

Data analysis, modeling, and reporting on the results of the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival 
Study are expected to continue through 2024. Each year during the study approximately 1,000 
juvenile salmon and steelhead are tagged and released into the Yakima River to monitor 
behavior, survival, smolt predation, and water temperature as the fish migrate out to the 
ocean. The data collected provides the Yakama Nation and USGS with the information they 
need to develop projects that will effectively reduce smolt mortality.   

Shoreline stabilization work at a Cle Elum River Campground 
near the northern-most portion of Cle Elum Reservoir 
Photo credit: Kirsten Strough (BOR), June 2018. 
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Recent data indicates that early spring is the best time for smolt survival because water 
temperatures are still low. Survival rates were lowest in June, which is when river flows tend to 
decline, water temperatures increase, and predators are abundant. Smolt survival dropped 
significantly when fish were inadvertently diverted into canal head gates. Preliminary data 
showed that approximately 25% of juvenile salmon and steelhead were dying on their way 
down the Yakima River due to an irrigation diversion head gate (Sunnyside Canal) that was 
accessible to the fish.   

Sunnyside Dam Smolt Passage Improvement   
In partnership with Reclamation, Ecology, the Washington State Recreation and Conservation 
Office30 , the Sunnyside Division Board of Control and Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District (SVID) 
installed a fish guidance boom at Sunnyside Dam in 2021. This boom keeps smolt from entering 
the diversion head gate and guide them down the river. Data analysis on smolt survival after 
the boom placement is ongoing. Smolt survival dropped significantly when fish were 
inadvertently diverted into canal head gates. Efforts to identify other factors affecting why fish 
are not surviving the passage through canal head gates are currently underway.   

Following the boom project, the Sunnyside Division Board of Control finished a sluice gate 
modification at Sunnyside Dam in 2021. This gate provides fish low-flow passage at the dam, 
reducing smolt mortality due to high-energy flows. Both structures were monitored for 
effectiveness through 2022. Final data analysis from the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival 
Study will guide future projects aimed at improving smolt survivability.    

30 Moreno, E. (2021, March 15). Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District’s new Boom Fish Guidance System. 
Hydro Leader. https://hydroleadermagazine.com/sunnyside-valley-irrigation-districts-new-boom-fish-
guidance-system/ 

Sunnyside Dam sluice gate modification. 
Photo Credit: Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District (OCR), 2022 

https://hydroleadermagazine.com/sunnyside-valley-irrigation-districts-new-boom-fish-guidance-system/
https://hydroleadermagazine.com/sunnyside-valley-irrigation-districts-new-boom-fish-guidance-system/
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Chandler Pumping Plant Electrification 
Reclamation extended its existing Memorandum of Agreement with Kennewick Irrigation 
District (KID) through 2022, allowing Reclamation to continue supporting updated design 
drawings and operational diversion plans for the Chandler Electrical Pumping Plant. 
Electrification of the pumping plant will end KID’s current reliance on water diverted from the 
Yakima River to power hydraulic turbines it uses to supply water to its patrons.   

Ecology, Yakama Nation and KID will continue discussing options for meeting both instream 
needs and out-of-stream demands in the lower stretches of the Yakima River. 

Market Driven Reallocation 
Water markets provide water right holders a way to buy, sell, or lease water from one another 
on either a temporary or permanent basis. This provides a wide range of benefits to the farms, 
families, and fish in the Basin. There is a financial incentive for water right holders to improve 
their irrigation systems to become more efficient in exchange for water they conserve to be 
offered for sale in a market where others can acquire the water through mitigation credits. This 
conserved water supply provides communities with water reliability opportunities to meet 
future demands and irrigators with a more drought resilient supply. Conserved water may also 
be converted from low-value uses to high-value uses during times of drought or low system 
flows. It is estimated that 30,000 to 60,000 ac-ft. of water could be traded in a Yakima River 
Basin water market. 

KRD and Trout Unlimited released the Yakima Basin Water Market Strategy in September 
202231 . This document provides a strategy to improve upon existing water market activities in 
the Yakima Basin including the development of a smart market that will streamline and 
automate key steps in the buying and selling of water rights.   

31 https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/ 

https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/
https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org/
https://yakimabasinwatermarketing.org
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Integrated Plan Project Funding   
Project costs are estimates based on information currently available. These estimates are 
subject to change as project feasibility, design and actual costs are further refined.   

Cost estimates 
Full buildout project cost estimates    
The current cost estimate for the full buildout of the Integrated Plan is $4.1 billion (Table 2, 
next page). It is important to note that this cost estimate is provided in 2012 dollars, and has 
not been revisited or updated since the Integrated Plan’s Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PEIS) issued in 2012. Reclamation, Ecology and our partners are in early 
conversations about what steps could be taken to update these cost estimates in the next 
development phase. Accordingly, the actual cost of completing the Integrated Plan projects will 
likely be considerably higher, due to cost escalation and the impact of inflation. Costs will be 
updated as the components of the Integrated Plan progress, funding is identified, and designs 
are finalized. Nonetheless, project cost escalation will be an ongoing challenge to the 
implementation of the Integrated Plan. The 35+ year Integrated Plan is broken into three 
funding and implementation phases as seen below.   

Funding and implementation phases 
• Initial Development Phase (IDP) – 16+ years, began in 2013 

o $1.21 billion, or 30% of total costs.   
o Requires the smallest portion of funding as many of the projects are being 

developed, designed, and permitted during this phase 
• Middle Development Phase (MDP) – 10 years   

o $1.49 billion, or 36% of total costs. 
o Construction will begin on several largescale capital construction projects during 

this phase 
• Final Development Phase (FDP) – 10 years   

o $1.41 billion, or 34% of total costs. 
o Projects wrap up construction and begin operation and maintenance during this 

phase 
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Table 2 Estimated Costs for the full buildout of the Integrated Plan32 (in 2012 dollars) 

Integrated Plan Element 

Initial 
Development 

Phase 
(2013-2029) 

Middle 
Development   

Phase 

Final   
Development   

Phase 

Full 
Development 

Costs 
(3 Decades) 

Habitat/watershed protection and 
enhancement $476,300,000   $2,100,000   $2,100,000   $480,500,000 

Fish passage (6 projects) $256,600,000 $173,400,000 $100,000,000 $530,000,000 

Surface water storage $248,700,000 **$985,925,000 **$981,925,000 $2,216,550,000 

Groundwater storage - regional 
and municipal $10,400,000   $56,400,000   $56,400,000   $123,200,000 

Structural and operational changes $80,800,000 ***$122,650,000 ***$122,650,000 $326,100,000 

Enhanced water conservation $130,600,000 $149,450,000 $149,450,000 $429,500,000 

Market driven reallocation $4,100,000 $0 $0 $4,100,000 

Integrated plan update costs $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $3,000,000 

Other $2,900,000 $2,900,000 

Total $1,210,400,00 
0 $1,491,425,000 $1,414,025,000 $4,115,850,000 

* Keechelus to Kachess Pipeline was classified as Operational Modifications in the IDP Costs. The Kachess Reservoir 
Drought Relief Pumping Plant project is included as Surface Water Storage.   
** Average costs of the next two surface water storage projects that are recommended under the Integrated Plan along 
with the additional cost of producing an updated water needs analysis and Columbia River availability analysis. The cost of 
subsequent storage projects described in the Integrated Plan have been averaged and divided equally between the MDP 
and FDP because final decisions regarding whether to proceed with those projects and project sequencing have not been 
made. MDP costs also include estimates for providing updated water needs and Columbia River water availability 
analyses.   
*** This includes costs of Wapatox Canal Conveyance, KRD Main Canal, South Branch Modifications and Roza 
subordination. Estimated costs for the Wapatox Canal Conveyance, KRD Main Canal and South Branch Modification, and 
Roza Subordination projects have been totaled and divided equally between the MDP and FDP because decisions 
regarding project sequencing have not been made. 

32 This table is developed and maintained by OCR. 
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Initial Development Phase costs and funding    
The IDP is in progress. It extends from July 2013 – June 2029 (this phase started when the State 
Legislation passed in 2013 and goes 10 years beyond when the Federal Legislation passed in 
2019). Anticipated33 funding to-date (2013-2025) is approximatly $1,210.4 million, with state 
funding being fully appropriated at $369.5 million (Table 3) and federal/other funding 
anticiapted at $840.9.   

The estimated cost to implement the IDP is approximately $1.21 billion, with state projected 
contribution at 30.6% ($369.5 million) (Table 4, next page). 

Initial Development Phase projected funding for each of the plan’s seven elements (Table 3): 

• Habitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement – $476.3 million (39.5%)   
• Reservoir Fish Passage – $256.6 million (21.25%)   
• Structural and Operational Changes – $80.8 million (6.7%)   
• Surface Water Storage – $248.7 million (20.6%)   
• Groundwater Storage – $10.4 million (0.9%)   
• Enhanced Water Conservation – $130.6 million (10.8%)   
• Market Driven Reallocation and Integrated Plan updates – 4.1 million (0.3%)   

Table 3 Anticipated funding ($ in millions) to-date (2013-2025) by source 

Integrated Plan Element Federal Funding State Funding Total 

Habitat 319.0 157.3 476.3 

Fish Passage 175.1 81.5 256.6 

Structural & Operational 19.5 61.3 80.8 

Surface Storage 221.6 27.1 248.7 

Groundwater Storage 3.0 7.4 10.4 

Water Conservation 101.5 29.1 130.6 

Market Driven Water Reallocation 1.2 2.9 4.1 

Other 0 2.9 2.9 

Total 840.9 369.5 1,210.4 

33 Federal budget for Integrated Plan is anticipated in the fall of 2024. 
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Table 4 Initial Development Phase Estimated Costs 

$  in Millions (blank cells denote "0" funding or request) Appropriated State Funding Federal & Other Sources of 
Funding 

Integrated Plan 
Elements Projects 

Projected 
Funding 

Requests from 
all Sources 
2013-2025 

Anticipated 
Federal & 

Other Share 
2013-2025 

Appropriated 
State Share 
2013-2025 

2013-
2015 

2015-
2017 

2017-
2019 

2019-
2021 

2021-
2023 

2023-
2025 

Appropriated 
2014-2022 

Anticipated 
2023-2024a 

Habitat Teanaway Forest Acquisition 99.3 99.3 99.3 

  Teanaway Forest Planning & 
Operations (non-Ecology) 7.6    7.6 1 0.5 1.5 2.3 1.1 1.2     

  Kittitas County impacts offset 
for Teanaway Forest 10 5 5 5             5 

Other State Land Acquisitions 14 8.2 5.8 5.8 8.2 0 

  NRCS RCPP - Yakama Nation 
Projects 22.6 22.6 0             11.6 11 

NRCS EQIP 20.5 20.5 0 9.3 11.2 

  NMFS Pacific Coastal Salmon 
Recover Fund 20.4 20.4 0             10.8 9.6 

  USACOE levee reconfig., setback 
& removal 13.2 13.2 0             6.4 6.8 

  BPA NPCC Fish and Wildlife 
Program 173.3 173.3 0             173.3 0 

  Tributary/Mainstem/Delta 
Habitat Restoration Projects 46.9 17.4 29.5 2.4 2.5 5.4 4.3 4.9 10 8 9.4 

Bull Trout Enhancement 19.6 9.8 9.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 3 9.8 

  Federal, Tribal, Local Habitat 
Actions & Land Acquisitions 28.9 28.6 0.3    0.3         28.6 0 

Habitat funding subtotal 476.3 319 157.3 

Fish Passage Cle Elum Dam 219.5 148.1 71.4 8.8 9 9 20.1 21.5 3 108.1 40 

Tieton Dam 25.9 22 3.9 0.6 0.5 0.8 2 0.3 21.7 

Clear Lake Dam passage 9.4 3.2 6.2 1.5 1 0.7 3 1.8 1.4 

Box Canyon Creek TBD TBD 0 TBD 

  USFWS National Fish Passage 
Program funds 1.8 1.8 0             1.8 0 

Fish passage funding subtotal 256.6 175.1 81.5 
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Structural & 
Operational 

Keechelus to Kachess Conveyance 
Project 5.7 1 4.7 0.5 4.2    0 0 0 1 0 

Modifications Cle Elum Dam/Pool Raise 28.9 13.4 15.5 2.8 1 3 3.3 2.4 3 8 5.4 

Roza Power Subordinationb 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 

Chandler Power Subordinationb TBD TBD 0 0 

  Misc. Structural projects, Nelson 
Dam, Lower River, YTID, KRD 13.5 2.6 10.9          1.9 9 2.6 0 

Upper Yakima System Storage 32.5 2.5 30 2 28 0.8 1.7 

  
Total structure & operational 
modification funding 80.8 19.5 61.3                  

Surface Storage Kachess Drought Relief Pumping 
Plant (KDRPP)c 236.2 218.6 17.6 12.6 4.3 0.7        6.5 212.1 

Wymer Dam and Reservoir 10 2.5 7.5 0.5 3 3.5 0.5 0.4 2.1 

Bumping Reservoir Enlargement 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

  Misc. future surface water supply 
storage options   1.5 0 1.5         0.5 1     

Total surface storage funding 248.7 221.6 27.1 

Groundwater Storage Regional Storage Options 10 2.8 7.2 0.2 0.5 1.1 0.6 1.8 3 0.7 2.1 

Municipal ASR Projects 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Total groundwater storage 10.4 3 7.4 

Water Conservation Agricultural Conservation 
Projects 107.4 79.2 28.2 2.4 4.8 5 4.5 4.8 6.7 79.2 0 

  Municipal/Domestic 
Conservation Programs 1.5 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 

BIA WIP improvements 21.7 21.7 0 19.7 2 

Total water conservation funding 130.6 101.5 29.1 

Market Driven Water 
Reallocation 

General support for markets and 
banking 4.1 1.2 2.9 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.3 1 0.2 1 

  
Total market driven reallocation 
funding 4.1 1.2 2.9                  

Ecology staffing & program  administration 2.9 0.9 2 

Total 2.9 0 2.9 

Total 1,210.4 840.9 369.5 143.3 30 32.6 44.3 43.1 76.2 487.4 353.5 

Percentage Share 100% 69.60% 30.6% 11.90% 2.50% 2.70% 3.70% 3.60% 6.30% 40.40% 29.30% 
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Table 4 footnotes:   

RCW 90.38.120 - Legislative Intent - Cost to implement integrated plan states:  (1)(a) It is the 
intent of the legislature for the state to pay its fair share of the cost to implement the 
integrated plan. At least one-half of the total costs to finance the implementation of the 
integrated plan must be funded through federal, private, and other non-state sources, including 
a significant contribution of funding from local project beneficiaries. This section applies to the 
total costs of the integrated plan and not to individual projects within the plan. 

RCW 90.38.120 - Legislative Intent - Cost to implement integrated plan states: (1)(b) The state's 
continuing support for the integrated plan shall be formally reevaluated independently by the 
governor and the legislature if, after December 31, 2021, and periodically thereafter, the actual 
funding provided through non-state sources is less than one-half of all costs and if funding from 
local project beneficiaries does not comprise a significant portion of the non-state sources. 

The projects and specific costs are subject to change or modification as new information 
becomes available over the course of the 30-year implementation schedule of the Yakima 
Integrated Plan. The State and non-state cost share is yet to be defined.  This estimate is guided 
by the projected state support provided over the next three biennia. If non-state funding was 
increased during this time, the required state funding might need to be increased to conform to 
RCW 90.38 and in conformance with agreed upon cost-share methodology.  The estimates 
provided in this projection illustrates a possible state and non-state cost share approach and 
may not be consistent with other published cost estimates for the overall Integrated Plan. 

Costs do not include inflation.  They are listed in dollars from the most recent study available 
(typically 2012 to 2015 dollars) and are subject to change as new information becomes 
available through additional feasibility and design studies and/or changes by the Yakima 
Integrated Plan Workgroup. 

The specific amount dedicated to each project in federal FY 23 and FY 24 is yet to be 
determined for the federal and other sources of funding. 

Funding for power subordination costs and KRD canal modification costs are listed as TBD due 
to insufficient information to reasonably cost-out.  Inclusion of costs for these three items will 
increase the total state and non-state share of overall funding. 

Includes funds spent by Roza ID on Kachess Emergency Floating Pumping Plant - cost assumes 
floating plant alternative. Construction costs may move into the middle development phase 
cost estimates. 

Other State Land Acquisitions include Tieton Cattle Co./North Fork Cowiche Creek; and Heart of 
the Cascades/Manastash Block. 

Federal, Tribal, Local Habitat Actions & Land Acquisitions funded by LWCF in 2014 and 2015. 
Includes acquisitions in Naches watershed; Cabin Creek, Log/Thetis Creek.  Some of these went 
beyond "primary" Integrated Plan goals. 
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Funding strategy 
The Integrated Plan’s adaptive management style and phased approach is vital to stabilizing 
funding. Current and past funding sources include existing agreements with state, federal, and 
tribal agencies, local utility and irrigation districts, local governments, environmental groups, 
and landowners. Securing state and local funds allows the Integrated Plan to access additional 
federal grant opportunities as many of them require state/local match monies.   

The total approprated funding provided for project implementation to-date is approximately 
$857 million between the State34 ($369.5m), federal35 and other investments ($487.4m).   See 
Table 4 (page 39) for more details. This translates to $3.25 billion dollars that remain to 
implement the Integrated Plan going forward.   

The detailed funding strategy for this $3.25 billion is a bit unknown at this moment in time. For 
instance, the KDRPP project requires state and federal government-provided funds for early 
action items (planning, permitting, environmental review), while the high-dollar construction 
costs will be borne by future water users benefitting from this project. However, a future new 
storage reservoir may have a larger state/federal contribution towards construction if the 
beneficiary includes instream flows for fish. Funding strategies for projects still out on a longer-
term horizon become more complex to discuss as beneficiaries of these future projects are not 
fully defined. 

State funding opportunities 

State capital budget funding 
State funding for Integrated Plan projects usually come in the form of bond-funded 
appropriations from the state captial budget. Various Purpose General Obligation (GO) Bonds 
that are authorized by the legislature and appropriated in the State’s biennial capital budget 
are a form of debt-backed by the full faith, credit, and taxing power of the State and are 
typically issued with a 25-year maturity. State funding, whether appropriated through the 
capital budget or operating budget, can be leveraged with federal funds and can serve as a 
match to federal funds.   

Boards 
Grant programs managed by a variety of state agencies are another funding option for 
Integrated Plan projects. The Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) 
manages the Recreation and Conservation Funding Board (RCFB) and the Salmon Recovery 
Funding Board (SRFB) funding programs. Funds through these programs can go towards a wide 
range of projects from creating outdoor recreation opportunities, protecting wildlife, habitat, 
and farmland, to the construction of parks, trails, ball fields, boating facilities, and more.   

34 State funding from 2013 to 2025 
35 Federal funding from 2013 to 2024 
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Funding board grant programs 

• Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account 
• Land and Water Conservation Fund 
• Washington Wildlife and Recreation Program 

Other grant programs 
Other grant opportunities are provided through the Centennial Clean Water Program 
(appropriated in the capital budget) and by local project proponents and community 
stakeholders (Floodplains by Design). The Centennial Clean Water Program grant funds can go 
towards projects related to improving water quality, such as improving water quality 
infrastructure and addressing nonpoint source pollution. Similarly, Floodplains by Design 
utilizes collaborative partnerships that are built from the ground up by local project proponents 
and community stakeholders to develop integrated floodplain restoration projects to reduce 
flooding risks while also protecting and restoring aquatic and upland habitats. 

Federal funding opportunities 

Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) 
There are generally three main areas where some federal funding may be available for 
Integrated Plan projects: appropriating funds from the federal budget though Reclamation, 
applying for federal grants, or exploring other federal financing opportunities. In 2021, the 
passage of the Public Law 117-58, also known as the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law or the 
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA), created new federal grant opportunities (Table 5) 
that could help fund Integrated Plan projects. Integrated Plan partners are aggressively 
pursuing multiple federal grant opportunities as they become available.   
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Table 5 IIJA (federal) Funding Opportunities   

  

Agency Funding Program Element(s) 

U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation 

Small Surface Water and 
Groundwater Surface Water & Groundwater Storage 
Storage Projects Program 

Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration 
Program 

Habitat/Watershed Protection and 
Enhancement 

WaterSMART Environmental Water 
Resources Projects Program 

Enhanced Water Conservation, 
Habitat/Watershed Protection and 
Enhancement 

Fish and Wildlife 
Service Recovery Challenge Fund Habitat/Watershed Protection and 

Enhancement 

U.S. Department 
of Transportation 

2022 Nationally Significant Federal 
Lands and Tribal Projects Program 

Habitat/Watershed Protection and 
Enhancement, Fish Passage 

National Culvert Removal, 
Replacement and Restoration Grant 
Program 

Fish Passage 

Environmental 
Protection Agency Columbia River Basin Program Habitat/Watershed Protection and 

Enhancement 
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Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act   
Plauché & Carr LLP, contracted by Integrated Plan partner Benton County, has compiled the 
following Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act section of this report.    

Plauché & Carr LLP is tasked with establishing a multi-pronged strategy to support the 
Integrated Plan Implementation Committee and Integrated Plan partners by identifying, 
positioning for, and helping to secure funding for Integrated Plan projects through the IIJA and 
related opportunities. Specific Federal funding opportunities for Integrated Plan projects (2022-
2023) are laid out in Table 6 (next page). 

Plauché & Carr LLP also provides support by coordinating and informing Integrated Plan 
partners on the best approach to pursue IIJA funding, tracking funding opportunities and 
pursuits, supporting proposals that address key funding requirements, supporting 
communications and outreach on opportunities, and reporting progress at Integrated Plan 
meetings. Integrated Plan partners pursued multiple federal grant opportunities as they 
became available. These efforts paid off and in 2023, $8,323,677 was awarded for water 
conservation, floodplain restoration, and habitat restoration projects. Funding opportunities 
like IIJA are instumental in maintaining the momentum of moving multiple Integrated Plan 
projects forward.   

Aerial View of farms in the Yakima River Basin 
Photo credit: Bureau of Reclamation, 2021 
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Table 6 Federal funding opportunities for Integrated Plan projects (2022-2023) 

Funding Opportunity Integrated Plan Project Sponsor Integrated 
Plan Element Status 

America the Beautiful 
Challenge 2022, National 
Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation 

Middle and West Fork 
Teanaway Project, 
Phase 1 

Yakama Nation 

Habitat 
Protection 

and 
Enhancement 

Denied 

Kachess River 
Restoration Project 

Washington 
Department of 

Fish and Wildlife 
Denied 

Satus Creek Riverscape 
Assessment and Project 
Design 

Yakama Nation Denied 

South Fork Tieton River 
Passage and Bridge 
Project 

Yakima County Denied 

NOAA’s Restoring Fish 
Passage through Barrier 
Removal Notice of 
Funding Opportunity 
under the IIJA, 
Department of Commerce 

Bateman Island 
Causeway Removal and 
Prosser Dam 
Assessment 

Yakama Nation 
Habitat 

Protection 
and 

Enhancement 

Awarded (Dec. 
2022) 

Up to $3,626,635 
over 3 years 

Nelson Dam Removal City of Yakima Denied 

Tribal Priority Fish 
Passage through Barrier 
Removal under the IIJA, 
Department of Commerce 

Bateman Island 
Causeway Removal 

Yakama Nation 

Habitat 
Protection 

and 
Enhancement 

Denied 

Bateman Island 
Causeway Removal and 
Prosser Dam 
Assessment 

Denied 

Toppenish Creek and 
Lower Tributary 
Passage Assessment 
Proposal 

Awarded (Dec. 
2022) 

Up to $1,232,068 
over 3 years 

FY2022 NOAA’s 
Transformational Habitat 
Restoration and Coastal 
Resilience Grants Under 
the IIJA, Department of 
Commerce 

Bateman Island 
Causeway Removal 

Yakama Nation 
Habitat 

Protection 
and 

Enhancement 

Denied 

Middle and West Fork 
Teanaway Project, 
Phase 1 

Denied 

Gap to Gap Yakima County Denied 
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Funding challenges 
The Integrated Plan’s funding needs will change over time due to impacts such as design 
changes, supply chain interruption, material and labor shortages, unexpected delays, extreme 
weather, and other unforeseen events. 

Inflation is another serious funding challenge that project managers must navigate. From 2012 
to 2023, inflation, as evidenced by the Consumer Price Index, increased 27% nationally and 35% 
in parts of Washington State, as shown in Figure 7. As the Integrated Plan’s cost estimates are 
based on 2012 dollars, it can be expected that the actual delivery cost of the full buildout will 
be considerably higher than the $4.1 billion cost estimate.   

Increases in project costs lead to cost overruns, which can add years to project timelines and 
increase the overall cost of implementing the Integrated Plan as more funding must be secured 
to see the project to completion. 

The Integrated Plan’s adaptive management style allows for long-term large-scale capital 
construction projects to secure funding in phases for the life of a project. The ability to adjust 
when and where funds are used, including shifting funds from one biennium to another or from 
one project to another, is a vital component to the Integrated Plan’s success. As a result of this 
flexibility, one project can move forward while other projects are working through 
unanticipated delays and funding shortfalls.   

The Integrated Plan carefully evaluates both short-term and long-term funding needs. By 
identifying costs in each project phase, project managers can ensure that funds are available as 
needed throughout the life of the project. Projects that provide water for instream benefits can 
qualify for state and federal grants, whereas projects providing out-of-stream benefits to 
customers can include cost recovery fees that help to recover money required to build out the 
project. 
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Figure 7 Consumer Price Index comparison of Seattle and average U.S. 
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For the 2023-2025 biennium, Ecology received $49 million in state funding (see Table 4 for 
detailed funding allocation), which is approximately $7 million more than the previous 
biennium’s appropriation. In addition, the Recreation and Conservation Office received $26 
million for land acquisition in the Basin. State budget requests will continue to grow as more 
complex water storage and fish passage construction projects take shape. For example, KRD’s 
proposed Springwood surface water storage project is expected to cost over $1 billion to 
construct and will likely take several biennia to complete the feasibility and design alone.   

Securing long-term funding 
Looking ahead, we anticipate our state biennial funding requests to increase up to, and even 
exceed, $100 million within the next 10 years. This will be potentially due to expensive, large, 
and complex projects coming online over this period. Other considerations in OCR’s biennial 
requests may include the rising costs of construction materials, equipment, and labor. Funding 
will go towards seeing in-progress projects to completion, maintaining completed projects, and 
implementing new projects.   

As a variety of federal funding is successfully secured, we anticipate the number of projects to 
likewise increase. Ecology’s OCR has gone from managing 30 projects in eastern Washington to 
managing 110 (and growing) projects today36 . To maintain the quality of its work serving 
Integrated Plan partners and stakeholders, Ecology will need to bring on more staff to OCR’s 
project management and finance management teams to keep pace with implementation and 
properly oversee these projects in accordance with public funding requirements. 

  

36 This includes both Ecology and Integrated Plan projects.   
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Adaptive management in action 
When planning project budgets, Integrated Plan project costs must be broken down by 
element, by project and sometimes even by phase in order to fit into the state’s biennial budget 
cycle.   

The Cle Elum Fish Passage project is one example of how this can be accomplished (Figure 8). 
The project phases span the years from 2005 to 2030. During the planning, permitting, and 
engineering phases, costs are low -- under $5 million annually. Costs then rise during the 
construction phases up to nearly $25 to $30 million annually from 2020 through 2024. Expenses 
topped out during the 2021-2023 biennium and are expected to fall under $5 million per 
biennium once construction is complete and the project transitions to its final phase of 
operation and maintenance.    

Figure 8 Conceptual buildout cost and funding sources for the Cle Elum Fish Passage project. 
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Meeting our legislative mandates 
Since the adoption of the Integrated Plan by the State Legislature in 2013 (codified in chapter 
90.38 RCW), the Department of Ecology, Bureau of Reclamation, Yakama Nation and other 
Yakima Basin Integrated Plan partners have been engaged in aggressively pursuing water supply 
solutions as a key element of the Integrated Plan. After December 1, 2021, additional 
requirements under RCW 90.38 have included reporting on the evaluation of state support and 
a statement of progress in achieving water supply facility permit and funding milestone.   

RCW 90.38.120(1)(b) – Cost to implement the integrated plan.   

(1)(b) The State’s continuing support for the integrated plan shall be formally reevaluated 
independently by the governor and the legislature if, after December 1, 2021, and 
periodically thereafter, the actual funding provided through nonstate sources is less than 
one-half of all costs and if funding from local project beneficiaries does not comprise a 
significant portion of the nonstate sources. 

The State financial contributions of approximately $369.4 million is less than the federal 
and non-State Integrated Plan partners contributions of approximately $840.9 million. 
Therefore, no independent review by the governor or Legislature is currently warranted. 

RCW 90.38.100(2) – Report to the legislature and governor. 

“The status report required in this section for the December 1, 2021, must include a 
statement of progress in achieving the water supply facility permit and funding 
milestone, as defined in RCW 90.38.010.   If, after a good faith effort to achieve the water 
supply facility permit and funding milestone, it appears that the milestone cannot or may 
not be met, the department, in consultation with the United States bureau of 
reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, and key basin 
stakeholders, shall provide a detailed description of the impediments to achieving the 
milestone, describe the strategy for resolving the identified impediments, and, if 
necessary, recommend modifications to the milestone.”   

During the Integrated Plan’s initial development phase, two key water supply projects were 
identified to achieve the first water supply milestone of 214,000 ac-ft. by January of 202537 . The 
Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant is projected to provide approximately 200,000 ac-ft., and 
the Cle Elum Pool Raise project will provide approximately 14,600 ac-ft. of water supply. In 
addition, Ecology was working with Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the 
Forterra group to pursue a land acquisition of a portion of the Eaton Ranch in Kittitas County for 
the Wymer Reservoir site. Since this acquisition fell through additional storage projects are 
being contemplated in the Integrated Plan as well. The following section describes the status of 
each of these projects. 

  

37 RCW 90.38.130 (3)   
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Wymer Reservoir   
In May of 2022, after many years of collaboration and discussion with the Eaton Family and 
their legal counsel, detailed property evaluations and subsequent negotiations, proved 
unsuccessful in acquiring the property for the reservoir site at this time. The parties have 
agreed to pause negotiations given unknown information about the future configuration of the 
proposed Wymer Reservoir, the impact of those unknowns on the parties’ ability to 
consummate a purchase and sale agreement, and the Eaton Family’s wishes to pursue other 
uses of their property. All parties agree that they are willing to reenter discussions about a 
potential transaction in the future should circumstances change for the Eaton Family and 
increased clarity regarding the reservoir configuration.   

Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant & Keechelus Reservoir to Kachess 
Reservoir Conveyance   
In March of 2016, Reclamation and Ecology jointly issued a Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) for the proposed Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant (KDRPP)38 and the 
Keechelus Reservoir-to-Kachess Reservoir Conveyance (KKC) 39 projects. These projects are 
initial water supply components of the Integrated Plan. Reclamation and Ecology identified 
Alternative 4- KDRPP Floating Pumping Plant as the Preferred Alternative.   

As described in Alternative 4, Reclamation and Ecology have identified Roza Irrigation District as 
the entity responsible for the design, construction, operation, maintenance, and funding (with 
potential participation by other proratable entities) of Alternative 4 at Kachess Reservoir. 
Alternative 4 improves water supply reliability during drought years; improves the ability of 
water managers to respond and adapt to potential changing hydrology; and contributes to the 
vitality of the regional economy and riverine environment in the Yakima River Basin. 

In April of 2019, Reclamation issued a Record of Decision (ROD) for the projects. The decision 
set forth in the Tier-1 ROD was influenced by community involvement in the NEPA and SEPA 
process. The phased approach was chosen after careful consideration of public comments and 
concerns. There were nearly 600 written public comments received on the DEIS and nearly 
1,700 written public comments on the Supplemental DEIS. Responses to these comments are 
presented in the Tier-1 EIS, Volumes II and III. In addition, public hearings were held for scoping, 
and there were also public comment periods for both the Draft EIS and Supplemental Draft EIS.   

  

38 More information on KDRPP EIS can be found online at 
http://www.usbr.gov/pn/programs/eis/kdrpp/index.html   

39 More information on KKC EIS can be found online at 
http://www.usbr.gov/pn/programs/eis/kkc/index.html 

http://www.usbr.gov/pn/programs/eis/kdrpp/index.html
http://www.usbr.gov/pn/programs/eis/kkc/index.html
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Substantial interaction with governmental entities, tribes, individuals, water users, and 
cooperating agencies occurred throughout the NEPA/SEPA process. Because of the public 
comments and interactions, Reclamation and Ecology determined that the phased approach 
adopted herein is appropriate under NEPA and SEPA for further consideration and refinement 
of issues presented by the proposal to pump inactive storage out of Kachess Reservoir in years 
of severe drought.   

The Tier-1 EIS allows Reclamation and Ecology to narrow the proposal to alternatives with less 
impacts, taking into consideration community concerns while continuing to move forward with 
the mandate to consider a drought relief pumping plant at Kachess Reservoir pursuant to the 
2013 Integrated Plan FPEIS ROD. Reclamation and Ecology will provide additional opportunities 
for community involvement, including public comment, in the Tier-2 NEPA/SEPA process. 
Reclamation and Ecology have continued to work with Roza, Yakama Nation and other key 
Integrated Plan partners to further refine and develop a proposed action for KDRPP. The 
required Notice of Intent (NOI), required to state the Teir-2 NEPA/SEPA process, is expected to 
begin in 2024.   

Cle Elum Pool Raise 
The Cle Elum Pool Raise project will increase water storage capacity in the Cle Elum Reservoir 
up to an additional 14,600 ac-ft. This project is part of the Yakima Basin Integrated Plan’s initial 
development phase. The project includes modification of the radial gates by adding an 
additional 3-feet of steel resulting in additional water storage capacity of the facility which was 
completed in 2017.   

The project also includes providing shoreline protection where needed of the Cle Elum 
Reservoir to accommodate the additional 3-feet of storage capacity. Construction of four 
shoreline areas along public facilities have been completed. Construction of six additional 
shoreline areas along private land is in process.   

When the Cle Elum Pool Raise project is completed, the additional water supply will be 
dedicated to enhancing instream flows for fish rearing, fish habitat, and migration. This is the 
first new water storage project in the Yakima River Basin40 . Reclamation and Ecology released 
the Cle Elum Pool Raise project Final EIS in May of 2015, and a Record of Decision was signed in 
June of 2015.   

Current project implementation is expected to begin in 2026 and will focus on shoreline 
protection on public and private properties. Private property owners have had several 
opportunities to influence shoreline protection designs with Reclamation, which have resulted 
in shoreline protection schedule impacts. 

  

40 Sections 1205 and 1206 of the Yavapai-Prescott Indian Tribe Water Rights Settlement Act of 1994 
(Public Law 103-434, Title XII.   
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Reaching the water supply goal 
Once completed, the Cle Elum Pool Raise and KDRPP projects will provide enough water to 
achieve the 214,000 ac-ft. new water supply goal referenced in RCW 90.38.010(6) and RCW 
90.38.130(3). However, due to the complexities and challenges associated with development of 
new water supplies, it is unlikely that the permitting for the two projects will be completed by 
the June 30, 2025 milestone referenced. Therefore, a discussion with the Integrated Plan 
partners, the Governor, and the State Legislature regarding the referenced milestone is 
warranted prior to the 2025 legislative session. 

Reclamation, Ecology, Yakama Nation, and Integrated Plan work groups members, 
stakeholders, and other interested parties continue to pursue additional water supply projects 
and alternative sites for surface water storage for instream flow, agriculture, and 
municipal/domestic water supplies. The Integrated Plan partners remain committed to meeting 
the 450,000 ac-ft. water supply goal. 

Start of construction, Cle Elum Fish Passage project   
Photo credit: Yakama Nation, May 1, 2019 
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Conclusion 
This report summarizes Integrated Plan milestones and advancements achieved in 2021 and 
2022. During that time, the Integrated Plan made great strides in moving forward multiple 
projects under each of the seven elements. 

Milestones met: 

• Saved 58,869 ac-ft. of water per year through conservation. 
• Began multiple groundwater storage studies throughout the Basin. 
• Constructed the Cle Elum Fish Passage intake ramps and bypass tunnel. 
• Secured funding for Wymer Dam project land acquisition. 
• Started stabilizing the shoreline at the Wish Poosh Campground and Boat Launch and 

along Salmon La Sac Road. 
• Completed the Sunnyside Dam Smolt Passage Improvement Project. 
• Installed a fish guidance boom at Sunnyside Dam. 
• Started Water Market Simulation Study by Kittitas Reclamation District and Trout 

Unlimited. 

Over the next two years, we look forward to:   

• Continuing conservation projects to meet the Integrated Plan’s 170,000 ac-ft. (or 85,000 
ac-ft. by the end of the IDP) annual water conservation goal. 

• Finalizing multiple ASR feasibility studies across the basin. 
• Releasing the Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant Tier 2 EIS. 
• Finalizing construction of Cle Elum Fish Passage intakes and adult fish passage facility. 
• Releasing the Watershed Lands Conservation Subcommittee Phase Two 10-year plan. 
• Finalizing shoreline protection work along the eastern shoreline of Cle Elum Reservoir. 
• Releasing Kittitas Reclamation District/Trout Unlimited Basin-wide water banking and 

market reallocation study. 

Much of the Integrated Plan’s success is due to Ecology’s strong partnerships with federal and 
state agencies, the Yakama Nation, and stakeholders from across the Basin. The partners are 
committed to open communication with each other, which promotes the exchange of ideas and 
a willingness to build on lessons learned to overcome obstacles and achieve optimum results.   

The ability to adapt in an ever-changing world and seizing opportunities as they arise makes the 
Integrated Plan an ideal model in the water management field. The Integrated Plan is a 
nationally recognized success, and watershed managers across the country are analyzing how 
they can apply our model to their water supply challenges. Our continued successes are a 
testament to the Integrated Plan’s vision and its investment in the future of people, farms, and 
fish in the Yakima River Basin. 
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Appendix 

Committees 
• Executive Committee 
• Implementation Committee 
• Water Use Subcommittee 
• Habitat Subcommittee 
• Groundwater Subcommittee   
• Watershed Lands Subcommittee 
• Outreach Subcommittee 
• Economic Subcommittee 
• Executive Committee 
• Implementation Committee 
• Water Use Subcommittee 
• Habitat Subcommittee 
• Groundwater Subcommittee   
• Watershed Lands Subcommittee 
• Outreach Subcommittee 
• Economic Subcommittee 

Workgroups 
• Yakima River Basin Water 

Enhancement Project Workgroup   
• Bull Trout Working Group 
• Lower River Subgroup 
• Municipal Water Use Subgroup 
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	336BReport to the legislature and governor. (Expires December 31, 2045.)  
	337B(1) By December 1, 2015, and by December 1st of every odd-numbered year thereafter, and in compliance with RCW 43.01.036, the department, in consultation with the United States bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, and key basin stakeholders, shall provide a Yakima river basin integrated water resource management plan implementation status report to the legislature and to the governor that includes: 
	338BA description of measures that have been funded and implemented in the Yakima river basin and their effectiveness in meeting the objectives of chapter 11, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess., 
	339BA project funding list that represents the state's percentage cost share to implement the Integrated Plan measures for the current biennium and cost estimates for subsequent biennia,  
	340BA description of progress toward concurrent realization of the Integrated Plan's fish passage, watershed enhancement, and water supply goals 
	341BAn annual summary of all associated costs to develop and implement projects within the framework of the integrated water resource management plan for the Yakima river basin.
	342B(2) The status report required in this section for December 1, 2021, must include a statement of progress in achieving the water supply facility permit and funding milestone, as defined in RCW 90.38.010. If, after a good faith effort to achieve the water supply facility permit and funding milestone, it appears that the milestone cannot or may not be met, the department, in consultation with the United States bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, and key basin stakeholders, shall provide a detailed description of the impediments to achieving the milestone, describe the strategy for resolving the identified impediments, and, if necessary, recommend modifications to the milestone.
	343B(3) This section expires December 31, 2045. [2013 2nd sp.s. c 11 § 9.]
	29BRCW 90.38.120

	344BLegislative intent - Cost to implement the Integrated Plan. 
	345B(1)(a) It is the intent of the legislature for the state to pay its fair share of the cost to implement the Integrated Plan. At least one-half of the total costs to finance the implementation of the Integrated Plan must be funded through federal, private, and other nonstate sources, including a significant contribution of funding from local project beneficiaries. This section applies to the total costs of the Integrated Plan and not to individual projects within the plan. 
	346B(b) The state's continuing support for the Integrated Plan shall be formally reevaluated independently by the governor and the legislature if, after December 31, 2021, and periodically thereafter, the actual funding provided through nonstate sources is less than one-half of all costs and if funding from local project beneficiaries does not comprise a significant portion of the nonstate sources. 
	347B(2) The department shall deliver, consistent with the intent of this section, a cost estimate and financing plan that addresses the total estimated cost to implement the Integrated Plan and analyzes various financing options. The cost estimate and financing plan must include a description of state expenditures as of September 28, 2013, incurred implementing the Integrated Plan and proposed state expenditures in the 2015-2017 biennium and beyond with proposed financing sources for each project. 
	348B(3) In addition, the office of the state treasurer shall prepare supplementary chapters to the cost estimate and financing plan for the department that: 
	349B(a) Identifies and evaluates potential new state financing sources to pay for the state's contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima Integrated Plan 's implementation; 
	350B(b) Identifies and evaluates potential new local financing sources to pay for a significant local contribution towards the overall costs of the Yakima Integrated Plan's implementation; 
	351B(c) Considers the viability, and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of various financing mechanisms such as revenue bonds, general obligation bonds, and other financing models; 
	352B(d) Identifies past, current, and anticipated future costs that will be, or are anticipated to be, paid by nonstate sources such as federal sources, private sources, and local sources; and 
	353B(e) Considers how cost overruns of projects associated with the Integrated Plan could affect long-term financing of the overall Integrated Plan and provides options for how cost overruns can be addressed. 
	354B(4) The department may, in the sole discretion of the department, contract with state universities or private consultants for any part of the cost estimate and financing plan required under this section. 
	355B(5) The initial cost estimate and financing plan required by this section must be provided to the governor and the legislature, consistent with RCW 43.01.036, by no later than December 15, 2014, for consideration in preparing the 2015-2017 biennial budget and future budgets. The cost estimate and financing plan must be updated by September 1st of each successive even-numbered year. [ 2013 2nd sp.s. c 11 § 11.]
	20BExecutive Summary

	356BThe Yakima River Basin (the Basin) supports a vast agricultural economy and is the homeland of the Yakama Nation. The Yakima River Basin also supports several endangered aquatic species. Historically, limited water supplies in the Basin have been a source of conflict for those using the water to meet out-of-stream demands, as well as those working to ensure enough water remains instream for fish. 
	357BIn 2009, federal, tribal, state, county, local governments, agricultural & environmental interests, water users, and other stakeholders joined forces to collaborate and build a framework for integrated water management solutions for the Basin. This created the foundation for what we now know as the Yakima River Basin Integrated Water Resource Management Plan (Integrated Plan). 
	358BToday, the Integrated Plan is recognized across the region and the world as a model of collaborative government and commonsense approach in successfully providing water security for farms, fish, and families of the Basin.
	359BWashington State Department of Ecology’s (Ecology) Office of Columbia River (OCR), in partnership with the US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), the Yakama Nation, irrigation districts and various stakeholders, continues to make tremendous progress even during these unprecedented times. For example, over the past biennium Integrated Plan efforts have achieved 69% of the initial development phase for the water conservation goal of approximately 58,869 acre-feet (ac-ft) per year.
	360BIn accordance with RCW 90.38.100, this report describes how each of the Integrated Plan’s seven elements has advanced since 2019 and are achieving its fish passage, habitat/watershed enhancement, and water supply goals.
	361BProject highlights for this report include:
	 98BWater savings achieved through Basin conservation projects
	 99BProgress on multiple groundwater supply feasibility studies
	 100BProgress on determining potential locations for surface water storage in the Upper Yakima River Basin
	 101BConstruction of multiple intake ramps and the bypass tunnel for the Cle Elum Fish Passage project
	 102BCompletion of fish boom and sluice gate installation at Sunnyside Dam
	 103BCompletion of shoreline protection work at the Wish Poosh Campground and along Salmon La Sac Road
	 104BCompletion of the Basin-wide water market study
	362BSince 2013, the legislature has appropriated biennial funds to implement the Integrated Plan:
	 105B2013-2015 biennium: $143 million 
	o 106B$99.3 million allocated for Teanaway Community Forest acquisition
	 107B2015-2017 biennium: $30 million
	 108B2017-2019 biennium: $32.6 million
	 109B2019-2021 biennium: $40 million
	 110B2021-2023 biennium: $42 million
	 111B2023-2025 biennium: $75 million
	o 112B$49 million to the Dept of Ecology 
	o 113B$26 million to Recreation and Conservation Office  
	21BYakima River Basin and the Integrated Plan 

	363BSituated in the heart of Central Washington (Figure 1), the Yakima River Basin (the Basin) provides water for Kittitas and Yakima counties, and parts of Benton County. Home to around 370,000 people, including more than 10,000 members of the Yakama Nation, the Basin supports important economic, ecological, and natural resources.
	364BThe 6,155-square-mile Basin is one of the top producing agricultural regions of the state. Apples, cherries, wine grapes, and hops, among other crops, contribute $4.5 billion annually to the state’s economy and support 44,300 agricultural jobs. In addition, the Basin is home to a number of important fish species and natural resources. It offers a variety of water-based recreation, fishing, rafting, camping, and scenic hiking, which in turn support up to an additional 14,200 jobs and contribute approximately $1.2 billion annually to the economy.
	365BThe Basin relies on precipitation and a robust snowpack in the Cascade Range for its water supply. Slowly melting snow feeds reservoirs and rivers and recharges aquifers, providing cool, clean water to communities, farms, and fish during the hottest and driest times of the year. Facing climate change, the area is experiencing reduced snowpack. In 2021, lack of mountain snow and a tremendous heat dome in spring and summer caused an early snowpack melt that resulted in drought conditions in the Basin. 
	366BClimate predictions anticipate snowpack in the mountains will continue to decline as increased temperatures translate to more rain and less snow. Water management remains worrisome if concerted efforts by governments, Tribes, and communities do not tackle the problem head-on.  With a shifting hydrograph and snowpack starting to melt increasingly earlier each year, the water storage dilemma must be addressed now to meet both current and future needs.
	30BIntegrated Plan overview

	367BTo address the many water resources and ecosystem challenges, in 2013 the Legislature charged Ecology with implementing the Yakima River Basin Water Resource Management Act embodied in chapter 90.38 RCW.
	368BThe Integrated Plan is the third phase of Yakima River Basin Water Enhancement Project (YRBWEP) (see Figure 2, next page). It is a common-sense, consensus-based collaborative governance approach to managing water supplies and restoring the Basin’s ecological functions. 
	369BProvisions of the Integrated Plan include developing sufficient water supplies to support the Basin’s farms, fish, and families. 
	370BUnder RCW 90.38.100, Ecology must provide a status report to the Legislature and governor every odd-numbered year since December 2015. Each status report must include:
	 114BA description of measures taken that have been funded and implemented in the Basin and their effectiveness in meeting the objectives of the 2013 legislation.
	 115BA description of progress made towards concurrent realization of the Integrated Plan’s fish passage, watershed enhancement, and water supply goals.
	 116BA project funding list representing the state’s percentage cost-share to implement the Integrated Plan for the current biennium and cost estimates for subsequent biennia.
	 117BAn annual summary of all projects’ development and implementation costs within the framework of the Integrated Plan.
	31BGoals of the Integrated Plan 

	371BGoals of the Integrated Plan are to protect and enhance fish and natural resources, improve water availability and reliability, establish more efficient water markets, manage the variability of water supplies, and prepare for the uncertainties of climate change through operational and structural changes.
	372BAs the Integrated Plan projects move towards meeting the plan’s goals, they simultaneously move OCR towards meeting the program’s own legislative goals of developing water supply for both instream and out-of-stream uses (Table 1). 
	1212BDepartment of Ecology Objective
	1213BEquivalent Integrated Plan Elements
	1214BProtection, mitigation, and enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat
	1215BFish PassageHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement Enhanced Water Conservation
	1216BImprovement of water availability and reliability, which includes improvements to water delivery efficiency
	1217BSurface Water StorageGroundwater StorageEnhanced Water Conservation
	1218BIncreasing water market efficiency
	1219BMarket Driven Reallocation
	1220BImprove operational efficiency and flexibility at existing water supply and conveyance infrastructure and facilities
	1221BStructural and Operational Improvements
	4BTable 1 Ecology's Objectives and the Integrated Plan element equivalents
	32BSeven elements of the Integrated Plan 

	373BProjects implemented under the Integrated Plan are associated with one or more of seven essential watershed improvement elements:
	374BHabitat/Watershed Protection and EnhancementProtect and enhance critical habitat for anadromous and resident fish and wildlife through land acquisition, watershed protection, and habitat protection and/or enhancement.
	375BFish PassageProvide upstream and downstream fish passage at all major Yakima River Basin storage reservoirs.
	376BEnhanced Water ConservationAggressively implement water use efficiency measures to improve instream flows on critical stream reaches, increase water delivery precision, and achieve drought resiliency.
	377BStructural and Operational ChangesPromote operational efficiency and flexibility at existing and new in-basin water supply and water conveyance infrastructure facilities.
	378BSurface Water StorageDevelop an additional 450,000 ac-ft of water storage for supporting instream and out-of-stream water uses.
	379BGroundwater StorageRecharge aquifers with surface water for storage for later withdrawal and use, and passive aquifer recharge/infiltration for improved aquatic habitats. 
	380BMarket Driven ReallocationCreate conditions and remove barriers to allow for efficient water right trading between willing parties to improve water supplies and stream flow conditions.
	33BMilestones achieved 2021-2022

	 118BSecured 69% of the annual 85,000 ac-ft. water conservation requirement set by the federal 2019 lands package (S.4710).
	 119BReleased 592 bull trout (61 in Gold Creek and 531 in the Kachess River) in 2021 and 550 bull trout (84 in Gold Creek and 466 in the Kachess River) in 2022.
	 120BCommenced work on the Nelson Dam Removal Project (near the city of Yakima).
	 121BPublished the 2020 Summer Sockeye Study evaluating potential fish passage challenges from Roza Dam to the mouth of the Yakima River.
	 122BInstalled fish guidance boom and sluice gate at Sunnyside Dam in response to the findings from the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study.
	 123BRemoved and rebuilt the Yakama Nation Unit 2 Diversion Dam.
	 124BCompleted construction of the Cle Elum Fish Passage Facility 1,250-foot downstream bypass tunnel and several reservoir intake ramps.
	 125BCompleted Yakima Basin Managed Aquifer Recharge Assessment, identifying and ranking potential groundwater storage opportunities in the Upper Yakima Basin.
	 126BReleased the Yakima Basin Water Marketing Technical Report and Market Strategy.
	 127BCompleted shoreline protection Speelyi Beach Day Use Area and Boat Launch and Wish Poosh campgrounds.
	49BOngoing and upcoming work

	 128BNelson Dam Removal Project.
	 129BKachess Drought Relief Pumping Plan Tier 2 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Notice of Intent (NOI).
	 130BPurchase process of Springwood Ranch.
	 131BDebris boom placement for Cle Elum Fish Passage.
	 132BInitial flow test of Cle Elum Fish Passage lowest intake level of the helix.
	 133BTjossem Ditch Headgate Decommission.
	 134BCle Elum Fish Passage construction of remaining intakes and gates, secant drainage system installation, and tunnel work.
	 135BCle Elum Pool Raise shoreline protection along the eastern shore of Cle Elum Lake.
	 136BBull trout rescue and captive rearing work.
	 137BAgricultural and municipal enhanced water conservation efforts.
	 138BFloodplain restoration work and other aquatic habitat projects.
	 139BSupport for Market Driven Reallocation.
	 140BStudy and implement groundwater recharge across the Yakima River Basin.
	 141BReview on Clear Lake Dam fish passage design and permitting that precedes construction.
	22BYakama Nation Project Partners

	381BThe Yakama Nation is a key partner in the development and implementation of the Integrated Plan. Since time immemorial, the people of the Yakama Nation have resided in the Basin, relying on the land for food, water, shelter, and medicine. The Yakama Nation is an advocate and steward of salmon and the waterways vital to restoring salmon populations.
	382BBefore settlers began altering waterways in the Basin, salmonid runs were measured in the hundreds of thousands to millions. By the early 1900s, the construction of dams at the Cle Elum, Kachess, and Keechelus lakes and diversion of major waterways, including the Yakima River, cut off fish passage to these vital natal spawning and rearing grounds. The final demise of the sockeye salmon run in the Basin came with the construction of the Bumping Lake Dam on the Naches River branch of the Yakima River Basin, blocking the last passage to salmonid spawning and rearing grounds. 
	383BTo return fish runs in the Basin to near historic numbers, fish passage to these native spawning and rearing grounds must be restored. The Yakama Nation collaborates with Integrated Plan partners to restore fish passage and enhance fish habitat so both humans and wildlife can thrive in the Basin for years to come.
	34BFish in, fish out

	384BThe Cle Elum Fish Passage Project is one of the Integrated Plan’s most ambitious capital construction projects to-date. Currently, the Yakama Nation has been trapping adult sockeye salmon from the Yakima and Columbia rivers and hauling them to the Cle Elum Reservoir. Last year, the Yakama Nation captured and relocated 15,000 ready-to-spawn sockeye salmon. We anticipate that the Cle Elum Fish Passage facility will be completed by the time these fish return to the Cle Elum Reservoir to spawn. 
	385BThis project consists of two separate facilities: a hands-off juvenile facility and an adult collection facility. The construction of the adult collection facility at the base of Cle Elum Dam, which will be operated by the Yakama Nation once it is completed. Construction of the Cle Elum Dam Adult Fish Collection Facility is expected to start July mid 2024.  This facility will be located at the base of Cle Elum Dam and will be operated by the Yakama Nation upon completion.
	386BAt this facility, adult fish returning to the reservoir to spawn will be collected, measured, transported, and released in upstream tributaries and directly into the Cle Elum Reservoir. 
	387BThe juvenile fish passage facility consists of intake ramps progressively lowering into the reservoir allowing fish to enter the innovative helix structure, where they are transported safely down to the bypass tunnel that leads to the Cle Elum River at the base of the dam. Construction of the vault that will hold the helix, the bypass tunnel, and several intake ramps that allow juvenile fish to exit the pool at different elevations is now complete. With the construction of the remaining project components underway, the project is on schedule to be up and running by 2026. 
	35BHabitat restoration

	388BIn addition to providing fish passage to historical spawning and rearing grounds, the Integrated Plan is also moving numerous habitat restoration projects forward to provide migrating fish with the cool, clean water vital to their survival. These projects vary widely and include removing a thermal barrier at the mouth of the Yakima River, restoring streams and floodplains, and improving in-stream flows using conserved water. 
	50BIn hot water

	389BThe Bateman Island Causeway is located near the Yakima River mouth, blocking the cold water from the Columbia River from mixing with the warmer Yakima River water. As a result, this causeway creates a thermal barrier that is too hot for salmonids to survive in and prevents them from migrating upriver. In addition, this pocket of hot water is an ideal habitat for non-native fish that prey upon the salmonids trapped in the area. By removing the causeway, water temperatures can return to acceptable levels for salmonids to survive and continue their way up and down the Yakima River. 
	390BOther habitat restoration projects include restoring floodplain connectivity and removing stream channelization. This effort to return creeks to their natural flow provides hydration to parched creeks and streams and replenishes groundwater stores that flow into the adjacent waterways. 
	391BThese are just a few examples of Integrated Plan efforts working in unison to restore fish runs across the Basin. Through collaboration, key partnerships, innovation solutions, and adaptive management, these and other short-term and long-term projects can succeed because of the dedicated stewards that participate in the Integrated Plan. 
	23BSeven Elements of the Integrated Plan & Status Updates
	36BEnhanced Water Conservation


	392BThe Enhanced Water Conservation element focuses on gaining water savings through upgrading and enhancing water delivery systems by reducing leaks, changing out old irrigation methods with more efficient irrigation technologies, removing heavily water dependent landscaping by installing water-wise landscaping, and more. Water savings gained through this element benefits instream flows, drought resiliency, streamline operations and maintenance work, and reduces water delivery costs (delivering less water over time). 
	393BIn particular, the Wapato Irrigation Project (WIP), federally owned and operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, represents the greatest potential for conservation of water. As a result, the Integrated plan partners are prioritizing water conservation projects within the WIP. In fact, WIP has recently finished up its Comprehensive Integrated Water Conservation Plan. 
	394BOver the past two years, Reclamation and Ecology have calculated the amount of water saved as water conservation projects are completed. These water savings will be applied as the Integrated Plan partners work to meet its total annual water conservation goal of 170,000 ac-ft. Since the implementation of the Integrated Plan began in 2013, projects completed or currently in progress will conserve an estimated 58,750 ac-ft. annually, with 20,985 ac-ft (35 percent) benefitting instream flows, 26,450 ac-ft. (45 percent) improving drought resiliency and operations and maintenance work, and 11,315 ac-ft. (20 percent) supporting conservation on the WIP (Figure 3). 
	395BWater conserved through these projects could be put to use in the future for irrigating new WIP acreages. Currently, there are 126 water conservation projects, with 105 completed and 18 in progress. 
	396BThe majority of funding for local water conservation projects comes from local irrigation and conservation districts (Figure 4). Many of the irrigation districts have self-funded conservation plans in place, reducing dependency on State funds to see projects to completion that are self-funded and implemented over time.
	397BBreaking down Ecology’s funding by benefit:
	 142BInstream flows - $14.1 million (8,641 ac-ft.).
	 143BDrought resiliency - $4.9 million (2,389 ac-ft.).
	 144BWIP - $4.9 million (7,268 ac-ft.).
	398BOverall, Ecology’s portion of these funds have saved 31% of all water savings made possible through projects under this element. 
	51BWapato Irrigation Project

	399BWorking together with the Yakama Nation and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Integrated Plan’s WIP water conservation efforts have achieved 11,315 ac-ft. in annual water savings. These projects include converting open ditch canals to pipe, upgrading aging pipelines, lining open canals, installing surface flow control structures in existing canals, and more. In total, approximately 18 miles of pipeline have been installed and over 4,200 linear feet of canal have been lined. 
	400BWater conservation projects on WIP made significant headway with the completion of Satus Unit 2 canal lining and replacing leaking concrete pipeline and piping of laterals. This work is estimated to provide 6,808 ac-ft. in annual water savings. Additionally, WIP is moving forward to construct 10 long crested weir check and grade control structures. These control structures provide a more constant water level, increasing water delivery efficiency on the Satus 3 Pump Canal.
	401BFuture WIP projects include the acquisition of a right-of-way for construction of a regulation reservoir in the Unit 2 West Branch Canal. This new regulation reservoir will provide increased stability and operational flexibility in water delivery by reducing the amount of spill at the end of the system. Once complete, this reservoir project is estimated to provide 7,700 ac-ft. in annual water savings. 
	402BUpgrading and enhancing water delivery systems have allowed WIP to improve the area’s overall drought resiliency. Additionally, the instream flows of Toppenish Creek are also benefiting from these water savings as farmers are now able to rely on water delivered through these new upgraded water delivery systems instead of water provided by Toppenish Creek. 
	 145BInstalled surface flow control structure in existing canals.
	 146BModified and upgraded irrigation application systems (2,777 ac-ft.).
	 147BReplaced 77,000 feet of old pipeline (4,093 ac-ft.).
	 148BConverted 2.75 miles of open ditch to pipeline (1,730 ac-ft.).
	 149BLined 4,230 feet of canals (1,445 ac-ft.).
	 150BPiped and lined Satus Unit 2 canals (1,270 ac-ft.).
	151BModifying and upgrading existing diversion infrastructure.
	52BRoza Irrigation District 

	403BRoza Irrigation District (Roza) water conservation projects are calculated to save 12,903 ac-ft. of water annually when all are completed. These water savings are achieved by lining and sealing canals, converting open laterals to pipe, and installing advanced flow meters. These water savings will improve Roza’s drought resiliency. Roza has funded the majority of their water conservation projects cost (76%), with remaining funds coming from Ecology (22%) and Reclamation (2%). 
	404BRoza has completed several projects since 2013, including the conversion of approximately 8 miles of open lateral canals to pipe, providing 6,016 ac-ft. in annual water savings, along with the installation of advanced flow meters that improve the precision and control of water releases. In 2023, Roza finished sealing 2.5 miles of the main canal that is anticipated to 2,500 ac-ft. in water savings.
	53BWater-wise landscaping and heritage gardens

	405BThe North and South Yakima Conservation Districts continue their partnership with the Heritage Garden Program (created by the Benton Conservation District and the Columbia Basin Chapter of the Washington Native Plant Society) in providing public outreach and education opportunities on the benefits of water-wise landscaping and heritage gardens in place of traditional lawns. Heritage gardens are a type of water-wise landscaping that incorporates the unique cultural features of the local area, using less water intensive native plants and benefits the local wildlife. 
	406BIn 2020 and 2021, workshops previously held in-person transitioned to a virtual setting to provide continued outreach and education while maintaining social distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic. By the end of 2021, 12 home gardens had been certified as Heritage Gardens that conserve at total of 1.2 ac-ft. of water per year by converting traditional lawns with native drought resistant plants. 
	54BKittitas County Conservation District
	75BIrrigation efficiencies 


	407BKittitas County Conservation District (KCCD) partnered with Trout Unlimited (TU) and Washington Water Trust to promote KCCD’s on-farm Irrigation Efficiencies Grant Program. This program provides incentives to landowners to upgrade irrigation and water delivery systems to more efficient methods. By the end of the 2022 calendar year, 2,150 acres of farmland have been converted from flood irrigation to sprinkler, and 4 miles of earthen ditch have been converted to pipe, saving 2,724 ac-ft. of water annually. Currently, KCCD has secured funding for more on-farm irrigation conversions projected to save up to 809 ac-ft. annually. These water savings are put towards restoring instream flows of upper Yakima Basin tributaries. KCCD and their partners continue to reach out to eligible landowners to promote this project. 
	76BToppenish to Teanaway

	408BIn partnership with the Yakama Nation and U.S. Department of Agriculture Regional Conservation Partnership Program, KCCD Toppenish to Teanaway Conservation Partnership Program continues to seek potential project location sites in the upper Yakima River Basin. Working with landowners in key subbasins, including Naneum Creek, Dry Creek, and Taneum Creek in Kittitas County, this program focuses on gaining water savings through improvements to outdated water conveyance and irrigation systems. Water savings will be put to use in improving instream flows, enhancing fish habitat, and improving water quality in these critical stream reaches.
	409BIn addition to these programs, KCCD and TU are also in the process of acquiring 2,120 ac-ft. of stockwater water rights in the upper basin, which will go towards augmenting instream flows. 
	0BCompleted projects and associated water savings
	 152BConverted 2,150 acres of farmland from flood irrigation to sprinkler, providing 2,724 ac-ft. in annual water savings.
	 153BConverted 4 miles of earthen ditch to pipe, providing 574 ac-ft. in annual water savings.
	1BOngoing projects
	 154BConverting 471 acres of farmland from flood irrigation to sprinkler, providing 809 ac-ft. in annual water savings.
	55BKittitas Reclamation District

	410BKittitas Reclamation District (KRD) water conservation projects are currently calculated to save 9,437 ac-ft. of water per year. These water saving projects include lining leaky canals and siphons, and installing new and upgrading existing pipes. Water previously lost through leaky water delivery infrastructure, is now put to use supplementing instream flows and restoring riparian and aquatic habitats of Big, Little, Manastash, Taneum, and Tucker creeks. These efforts have allowed for coho salmon to be reintroduced into Tucker Creek and Little Creek during winter of 2021. Coho salmon were last seen in these creeks almost 100 years ago. 
	77BCompleted projects

	 155BPiped and upgraded the 13.6 and 13.8 laterals, and constructed a permanent turnout to Manastash Creek, providing 1,300 ac-ft. in annual water savings.
	 156BLined 3.4 miles of North Branch Canal, providing 4,738 ac-ft. in annual water savings.
	 157BWorked with Trout Unlimited to unstack redundant water rights along Manastash Creek, resulting in 337 ac-ft. in water rights savings that directly benefit the instream flows of Manastash Creek.
	78BOngoing projects

	 2BPhase 2 of the South Branch Canal piping project, which will convert an open canal to pipe, saving 1,741 ac-ft. per year.
	 3BLining an additional 5,600 linear feet of North Branch Canal, saving 1,110 ac-ft. per year.
	37BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement

	411BIn addition to improving fish passage to historical spawning and rearing grounds, the Integrated Plan continues to advance numerous habitat restoration projects that provide migrating fish with the cool, clean water vital to their survival. These habitat conservation, restoration, and enhancement actions include addressing the thermal barrier at the mouth of the Yakima River, restoring stream habitats, reconnecting floodplains, and protecting and restoring upper Basin tributaries. With previous efforts under this element focusing more on upper basin projects, the Integrated Plan now includes more projects in the lower river too. 
	412BThe Integrated Plan’s Watershed Lands Conservation Subcommittee published its Phase 2 Plan in June 2021. This plan focuses on land acquisition, designations on public lands, river corridors, and forest health management for continued implementation of the habitat protection element over the next 10 years. 
	56BBull Trout Enhancement

	413BThrough the Bull Trout Enhancement (BTE) Memorandum of Understanding, Ecology, Reclamation, Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), U.S. Forest Service, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) continue working together with water and fish managers throughout the Basin to improve and increase bull trout resiliency. This effort led to the Gold Creek Restoration project, which is funded through the Integrated Plan and other non-state funding sources. BTE work centers on improving fish passages and enhancing, restoring, and protecting vital fish habitat. Efforts are underway in many of the tributaries from the headwaters of the Yakima River to where it  meets the Columbia River. The Yakama Nation, WDFW, and USFWS, will continue to closely monitor Kachess River and Box Canyon Creek to determine success of repopulation efforts.
	79BBull Trout Working Group 

	414BThe Yakima Bull Trout Working Group (BTWG) is an informal group consisting of representatives from federal and state agencies, the Yakama Nation, conservation non-profits, and the public. In addition to advocating for bull trout recovery in the Basin, BTWG shares data, brainstorming innovative recovery project ideas, and provides funding recommendations and feedback on bull trout projects. 
	80BBull Trout Task Force

	415BThe Bull Trout Task Force (BTTF) is a team of on-the-ground crew members that carries out bull trout recovery activities in the Basin. Work includes public outreach, removing recreational rock dams, emergency fish salvage, monitoring passage conditions to spawning grounds, and tracking populations. By the end of the 2022 calendar year, BTTF has removed over 780 recreational rock dams, provided outreach to over 8,000 individuals, and posted 97 educational signs on bull trout entrapment issues and bull trout habitat in Kittitas and Yakima counties. 
	81BBull trout salvaging 

	416BThe Yakama Nation and WDFW are leaders in bull trout salvage, or the rescue of young fish stranded in small pools created when stream flows drop. These young fish are rescued and reared in captivity until they are large enough to be released back into their natal streams: Gold Creek, Kachess Creek, and Box Canyon Creek. Providing these fish with a safe place to grow to a larger size improves survival rates.
	57BLower Yakima River 

	417BFor fish returning to their spawning and rearing grounds, high water temperatures in late summer can impede their migration. Cold water contributions from upper Basin tributaries is vital for fish to survive in the lower stretches of the Yakima River. As summer temperatures in the Basin continue to climb, and instream flows continue to drop in these tributaries, this hampers the Yakima River mainstem to maintain those crucial cooler temperatures at critical downstream reaches. 
	418BThe Lower River Subgroup is studying these problems and have initiated several studies listed below:
	 158BSmolt survival rates at several lower Yakima River diversion dams
	 159BContinuous temperature and dissolved oxygen monitoring (data available online)
	 160BImproving water mixing where the Columbia and Yakima rivers meet
	 161BImpacts to water quality due to flora overgrowth and physical barriers
	82BLower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study 

	419BThe Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study examines factors affecting smolt survival in the Yakima River from the City of Yakima (mid-basin) to where the Columbia and Yakima rivers meet. In 2020, the U.S. Geographic Survey (USGS) and Yakama Nation continued fish tagging efforts and were able to release over 1,200 smolt at the Wapato, Sunnyside, and Prosser dams. Data analysis from these tagged fish is ongoing. 
	420BData from this study will focus on reporting results for the past three years and monitoring the Sunnyside Dam fish guidance boom project. Early indications suggest that juvenile fish survival is higher if fish can be redirected to stay in the river and not enter the canal head gates (and take a small side trip through some infrastructure before making their way back to the river via a fish bypass). More information on this project can be found on page 33. 
	83BBateman Island causeway removal

	421BFor the past 80 years, the Bateman Island Causeway has hindered cooler water from the Columbia River from mixing with the warmer water from the Yakima River where these two rivers converge. This mixing zone is important for fish migrating to spawning and rearing grounds in the upper Yakima River Basin. If the water at the mouth of the Yakima River is too hot, the fish are trapped there; this creates ideal conditions for predators. 
	422BOnce the causeway is removed, the mixing of Columbia and Yakima River waters will reduce water temperatures and turbidity, flush out toxic algae currently thriving in the stagnated waters impounded by the causeway, and increase dissolved oxygen levels at the mouth of the Yakima River. Providing cooler and cleaner water at the mouth of the Yakima River will aid return rates of migrating fish to their spawning grounds. The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers are working with Ecology, WDFW and Mid-Columbia Fisheries Enhancement Group (MCFEG) on environmental review and early design for the removal of the Bateman Island Causeway. The removal design is anticipated to reach 30% by the end of 2024. 
	84BStargrass removal 

	423BNative to the rivers and streams of the Basin, water stargrass (Heteranthera dubia) can be found along the shore and in calm waters of the Yakima River. Under normal streamflow conditions, water stargrass grows along the sunny banks of the Yakima River where it is fed upon by wading birds and ducks. When stream conditions are altered and flows are slowed down due to high out-of-stream demands, culverts, dikes, and levees to accommodate roadways, these calm and slow waters become ideal for water stargrass to flourish. Overgrowth of this aquatic plant increases dissolved oxygen levels and water temperature and can also block salmon from reaching gravelly river bottoms for spawning. 
	424BWith support from Ecology, MCFEG and Benton County Conservation District (BCCD) are in the process of creating an emergency drought response plan to remove water stargrass from Prosser Dam to the mouth of the Yakima River. MCFEG began mapping the distribution of water stargrass in the Yakima River in 2021. A comprehensive map of the location of dense water stargrass patches is one of the first steps in developing the emergency drought response plan. 
	425BIn 2021, BCCD unveiled a new custom-designed aquatic plant harvester that removes the entire plant by pulling it up by the roots. By using the harvester versus labor intensive manual removal, BCCD is able to remove more water stargrass in less time to help maintain healthy river flows and improve water quality. Between 2022 and 2023, BCCD has harvested an estimated total of 500,000 pounds of stargrass. BCCD plans to continue using the aquatic plant harvester for the 2024 stargrass removal season (spring to fall) .  
	85BLower Yakima River Thermal Refuge Assessment and Enhancement Project

	426BCool water refuge sites in the lower Yakima River provide resting and recuperating stops for adult salmon migrating upstream during times when water temperatures are too high for survival. Such thermal refuge sites may also provide vital rearing habitats for juvenile fish in the colder winter months. This project focuses on collecting water temperatures in the lower Yakima River and utilizing this data to locate potential thermal refuge habitat project locations. As of the end of the 2022 calendar year, the highest recorded temperature was 84.5 degrees Fahrenheit , well above the 79.7 degrees Fahrenheit survival limit for salmon.  
	427BPrevious studies of water temperatures in the lower Yakima River did not provide information regarding salmon use of cool water refuge sites, cool water seep stability, or seasonal temperature fluxes. The data collected in the lower Yakima River Thermal Refuge Assessment will fill in those data gaps and provide a more complete picture of the thermal dynamics in the lower Yakima River. Preliminay findings of this study are expected to be released by the end of the 2024 calendar year.  Data collection and analysis are ongoing.
	86BYakima Basin Water Quality Inventory database 

	428BBCCD and Washington State University at Tri-Cities are working on developing a comprehensive Yakima Basin Water Quality Inventory database of streamflow rates, water temperature, and dissolved oxygen levels on the Yakima River mainstem and tributaries. This vital information is currently disjointed and stored in multiple state, federal, and other databases. The new comprehensive database will join these databases and also cross-link with bull trout monitoring data and offer mapping capabilities. This will streamline research efforts and reduce the time it takes to gather data. 
	58BBasin-wide floodplain restoration 

	429BA significant component of the Integrated Plan’s watershed protection element is the restoration of floodplain functionality. Properly functioning floodplains are essential to maintaining a healthy watershed. Floodplains are wide, flat areas adjacent to waterways that act as a sponge when water levels breach river and stream banks during flood events. When waterways are cut off from their floodplain their streambanks can start to incise, water quality suffers, and water tables drop.  
	430BFloodplains provide upland and instream benefits and aid in recovery of adfluvial and anadromous fish, including salmon, bull trout and the federally listed steelhead. They also buffer the impacts of flood events to both rural and urban developments, reducing the financial risks and threats to human safety commonly associated with flood events. 
	431BThere are many ways to restore a floodplain. Redesigning roads and removing structures, such as levees that cut waterways off from floodplains are just a few examples. By removing these barriers, floodplains are able to reconnect naturally over time as flood events start to create side channels and bring in sediment and other materials that will settle across the area, widening the once narrow and incised floodplain. 
	432BTo date, the Integrated Plan has completed several large wood placement projects in the upper Basin. Placing large logs and root wads in strategic locations within the Basin’s tributaries slows the flow of water and causes water to spread across the floodplain where it infiltrates into the water table. This type of work has been completed at 14 waterways throughout the Basin. 
	87BOther floodplain restoration projects 

	 162BSchaake Habitat Improvement project
	o 163BFloodplain reconnection - 130 acres 
	o 164BFloodplain enhancements - 11 acres 
	o 165BLevee removal - 0.9 miles 
	o 166BWetland restoration and enhancement - 40 acres 
	 167BGap-to-Gap
	o 168BFloodplain reconnection - 1,900 acres 
	 169BNaches River 
	o 170BCompletion of the Trout Meadow pilot channels
	o 171BRemoval of 600 feet of McCormick Levee 
	o 172BLand acquisition - 140 acres - located between Ramblers Park and Trout Meadows 
	o 173BConstruction of 2,500 feet of approach channels and road armoring
	 174BYakima River Mile 89.5 levee breach 
	 175BWapato levee breach 
	 176BToppenish Creek 
	o 177BIsland Road and Mile 89.5 designs
	o 178B3-way levee setback
	 179BSelah Gap-to-Union Gap (component of Gap-to-Gap)
	o 180BBlue Slough reconnection study
	o 181BLevee setbacks
	o 182BRight of way acquisition
	 183BNaches River 
	o 184BFloodplain reconnection - 82 acres 
	o 185BNelson Dam removal and rebuild
	 186BRinger Loop Road 
	o 187BFloodplain reconnection and enhancement - 422 acres
	 188BSchaake Habitat Improvement project
	o 189BFloodplain reconnection and enhancement - 70 acres
	 190BToppenish Creek 
	o 191BIsland Road Floodplain Reconnection project
	o 192BFan Habitat Restoration Project
	o 193BMile 89.5 Floodplain Reconnection project
	o 194BUpper Toppenish Creek Restoration and Floodplain Reconnection at Pom Pom Road
	 195BDonald Wapato Conveyance Improvement project (improve habitat and riparian establishment in the Wapato reach of the Yakima River mainstem)
	 196BTjossem Road ditch headgate decommission
	 197BWIP Satus Creek diversion dam removal and floodplain restoration
	59BTeanaway Community Forest

	433BIn 2013, the Washington State Legislature purchased the Teanaway Community Forest (TCF). It is one of the largest community forests in the state. TCF co-managers (Washington Department of Natural Resources and WDFW) work with the TCF Advisory Committee to develop and implement sustainable management plans. 
	434BThis work provides benefits ranging from expanding recreational opportunities to maintaining the TCF as a sustainable working forest. Critical habitats and headwaters within the TCF are protected through sustainable management practices and restoration work to improve watershed function. Large wood restoration projects have been completed in eight creeks (Jungle, Rye, Jack, Indian, First, Middle, Dickey, Lick, and Carlson), as well as the North Fork Teanaway River. Large wood restoration work is ongoing in the Mainstem Teanaway. 
	435BCentral Washington University (CWU) is monitoring groundwater level responses to large wood placement in Yakima River tributaries located in the TCF. CWU’s data analysis will provide valuable insight into the groundwater levels associated with large wood floodplain restoration. 
	38BGroundwater Storage

	436BAquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) projects provide municipalities and water purveyors with a low-cost water storage alternative to traditional surface water storage reservoirs. A typical surface water storage reservoir requires large areas of land and extensive infrastructure. ASR projects capture excess water during times of high system flows and inject it into an aquifer where it is held until needed for augmenting instream flows and/or for meeting out-of-stream demands (Figure 5). To replenish an aquifer without injection, water can be released over an aquifer’s recharge area to infiltrate into the groundwater. This process is referred to as shallow aquifer recharge and can benefit both aquatic and riparian habitats by allowing for seasonal recovery of cooler groundwater into adjacent streams and improve stream flow conditions. 
	437BThe Integrated Plan Groundwater Storage Subcommittee is performing a Basin-wide groundwater storage analysis to identify groundwater storage opportunities in the upper and lower Basins. Groundwater work in the upper Basin includes KRD identifying high-priority managed aquifer recharge sites and the City of Ellensburg completing a prefeasibility ASR study. In the lower Basin, CWU continues to advance their Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) and hydrogeology data collection, while the Yakama Nation moves forward on their Toppenish Fan MAR projects. 
	60BGroundwater storage and recharge 

	 198BFewer environmental impacts than surface water reservoirs
	 199BLower construction costs than traditional surface storage reservoirs
	 200BNo impediments to fish passage
	 201BAid in the stabilization of groundwater levels
	 202BBoost cool groundwater discharge into adjacent wetlands and streams
	 203BHelp mitigate climate change impacts and increased occurrence of drought conditions
	 204BStorage usually available during high surface flow events
	61BGroundwater Storage projects
	88BYakama Nation


	438BThe Yakama Nation has analyzed water infiltration volume data from the 2020-2021 water year for the Toppenish Recharge Fan Shallow Aquifer Recharge project. The data suggests that 2,000 ac-ft. of water was infiltrated into the Toppenish Fan aquifer. The Yakama Nation is building on this and is in the process of drafting a summary of their programmatic MAR Plan. They are currently seeking federal funding for additional ASR and MAR projects. Federal funding opportunities are discussed further in the Integrated Plan Project Funding Chapter, starting on page 36.
	89BCentral Washington University 

	439BCWU continues to advance groundwater storage in the Basin with a study titled Strategies for Groundwater Storage in Diverse Settings of the Yakima Basin: Headwater Tributaries and Lower Basin Irrigation Districts. In 2020, CWU completed a geochemical assessment of potential groundwater storage locations in the Yakima Basin. Results from this study provide a better understanding of how shallow and deep groundwaters interact in the upper Basin and has identified two potential MAR sites in Roslyn and Badger Pocket (Kittitas County). 
	440BIn 2021, CWU began further quantifying groundwater storage benefits of large-wood placement on Indian Creek and floodplain storage potential at the Teanaway River. Groundwater level monitoring is currently underway at Indian Creek near Teanaway Valley Family Farm. CWU’s next step in this analysis will be to determine native groundwater quantities versus Yakima River water infiltrating into the groundwater using isotopes. Expected start date is between 2024-25. 
	441BIn 2022, CWU expanded the floodplain storage study at Teanaway Valley Family Farm. A groundwater model will be developed for the site to quantify the water balance and seasonal return flow benefits. A key component is evapotranspiration (ET) changes resulting from floodplain restoration. CWU will conduct a study to evaluate ET changes at Teanaway Valley Family Farm and Taneum Creek sites. 
	442BIn the lower Basin, CWU conducted a geochemical and hydrogeologic study in the Badger-Coulee area in the Kennewick Irrigation District (KID) service area (Benton County). Results of this study are expected to be released by the end of January 2024. CWU will also evaluate potential MAR sites in the Rattlesnake Ridge area. The study will investigate hydrogeologic conditions and potential recharge methods. This is an initial step to identify MAR opportunities in the basalt aquifers near Konnawac Pass (Yakima County).
	90BKittitas Reclamation District (KRD)

	443BKRD has identified four top-ranked sites suitable for MAR projects (from highest  to lowest priority: Taneum Creek, Naneum Creek, Big Creek, and Little Creek). KRD received additional funding in 2022 to conduct a MAR pilot test at the Taneum Creek site and expand monitoring efforts at high-priority MAR locations, with results anticipated in late 2023. 
	444BKRD will conduct an initial investigation of a basalt ASR site near Reecer Creek. This area was identified as a geological structural zone, which may be suitable for groundwater storage. KRD has also received funding for the development of a Central Data Repository and GIS Clearinghouse of Integrated Plan groundwater data. The project will develop a centralized information system accessible to Integrated Plan participants, the public and consultants to support Integrated Plan groundwater storage and data collection efforts in the Basin. 
	91BOther groundwater projects

	 205BThe City of Ellensburg completed a pre-feasibility study in 2021 that identified an opportunity to implement ASR to benefit municipal water supply and instream flows for the Yakima River. The Groundwater Subcommittee recommended funding a full feasibility study in 2022 that will include an ASR pilot. This feasibility study is expected to be completed in 2024. 
	 206BThe City of Moxee began an ASR feasibility study in 2022 and is expected to be completed in 2024, to evaluate seasonal water availability for aquifer storage, model aquifer conditions, and evaluate other regulatory requirements to advance a project. The study will assess the benefits of ASR to municipal groundwater supply and late season baseflow in the Yakima River, which may benefit Total Water Supply Available (defined in WAC 173-539A-030) and aquatic habitat in the Basin.
	39BSurface Water Storage

	445BThe Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant, Springwood Reservoir, and Bumping Reservoir enlargement projects could all help meet the Integrated Plan’s 450,000 ac-ft. surface water storage goal. Looking ahead, other sites in the mid-lower Basin might be evaluated as potential new surface storage options.
	62BThe Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant

	446BIn 2021, Roza Irrigation District, in coordination with Ecology and Reclamation, continued the development of a proposed floating pumping plant (Alternative 4) design for the Tier 2 National Environmental Policy Act process. Alternative 4 was identified as the preferred alternative in the 2019 Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant (KDRPP) and Keechelus Reservoir-to-Kachess Reservoir Conveyance Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). The design uses a floating pumping plant to provide access to 200,000 ac-ft. of water held in an inactive pool located just below the current reservoir outlet. 
	447BThis pumping plant will be atop a floating platform that is tethered to the uplands to keep it positioned over the reservoir. The floating platform will allow the pumping plant to move up and down with the fluctuating water levels in the reservoir. 
	448BOnce operational, the pumping plant will only be active during times of drought when irrigation districts receive less than 70% of their Reclamation water supply. Pumped water will be conveyed to the Yakima River for distribution to participating junior water right permit holders, with the option of leaving a portion of this water instream to enhance stream flows. Roza has committed to paying for a substantial portion of the cost to design, construct, operate and maintain the drought relief pumping plant. 
	449BFollowing the release of the KDRPP EIS in 2019, Reclamation released a Record of Decision that discussed the need for a Tier 2 EIS to analyze the potential project impacts on critical fish habitat, domestic groundwater wells, and surrounding property values. If it is found that domestic wells could be impacted, then mitigation and adaptive management strategies will be developed. The USFWS are conducting a study on bull trout trap and haul measures utilized at Tieton, Bumping, Kachess, and Keechelus dams. Results of this study will guide the potential design of a mobile steep pass to collect bull trout at Kachess Narrows, concurrent with the implementation of KDRPP. Data analysis is ongoing. 
	450BSpringwood Reservoir KRD is in the process of narrowing down potential sites for additional surface water storage in the upper Yakima River Basin. One potential site examined in the appraisal level Upper Yakima System Storage evaluation, the proposed Springwood Reservoir, would be located south of the Teanaway Community Forest and would have an estimated storage volume of between 20,000 and 68,000 ac-ft. 
	451BThe initial geotechnical investigation at the site in 2019 was promising, and additional geotechnical investigation is planned as the proposed project moves into the feasibility phase after the Phase I Environmental Assessment is complete. The Recreation and Conservation Office received $24 million in 2023-25 capital appropriations to purchase the Springwood Ranch property. KRD is currently working closely with partners to investigate funding options to move forward with a feasibility study for the project. As proposed, the volume of water held in Springwood Reservoir will benefit instream flows for fish in the Yakima River. 
	63BBumping Reservoir Enlargement

	452BThe Bumping Reservoir Enlargement Project, located approximately 40 miles northwest of Yakima, will involve construction of a new dam and fish passage facility located approximately 4,500 feet downstream from the existing dam, which was constructed over a century ago. This project is estimated to increase the storage capacity of the reservoir from 33,700 ac-ft up to 190,000 ac-ft. Site considerations for this project are ongoing. 
	40BFish Passage

	453BFish passage projects are vital to restoring depleted fish runs in the Basin. The goal is to provide access to crucial cold water spawning and rearing grounds for returning anadromous adult fish and restore the ability of these fish to migrate out to the ocean to begin their next stage of life. In partnership with the Yakama Nation, Ecology and Reclamation are moving forward with multiple fish passage projects on Clear Lake, Cle Elum Reservoir, and Tieton Dam. 
	454BThese projects focus on providing upstream and downstream fish passage at U.S. Bureau of Reclamation dams in the Basin. With migratory adult fish finally able reach their spawning and rearing grounds and juvenile fish once again able to migrate out to the ocean, we will be one step closer to self-sustaining, harvestable fish runs to support Yakama Nation federal treaty rights. 
	64BCle Elum Fish Passage

	455BThe Cle Elum Dam Fish Passage project will allow juvenile and adult fish to pass by the dam (Figure 6) in a range of reservoir water levels during their migration season. Facilities construction began in 2015. The intake ramps and helix fish transportation structure started taking form in spring of 2019. To date, construction of the secant vault that will hold the helix, the two lowest level intake ramps, and the downstream bypass tunnel is complete. The juvenile fish passage facility will use surface flows from the reservoir to attract juvenile fish to the intake ramps that lead to the smooth-flowing water in the helix. 
	456BFrom the helix, fish enter into the bypass tunnel at the base of the dam that takes them straight to the Cle Elum River and on their way out to the ocean. 
	457BConstruction of the adult collection facility will start in July 2024. This facility will capture migrating adult fish, that are returning from the ocean, before they reach the dam and funnel them to a truck that will haul and deposit them above the dam into upstream tributaries so they can reach their spawning and rearing grounds. This project will reopen 30 miles of upstream habitat for salmon, steelhead, and other fish in Cle Elum River and its tributaries. Even with delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Cle Elum Fish Passage project is on schedule for completion in 2026. 
	458BUntil the fish passage facilities are complete and operating, the Yakama Nation will continue to capture fish from the Yakima and Columbia rivers for transfer to the streams that feed the Cle Elum Reservoir. In 2020, a record number of 15,000 reintroduced sockeye salmon were trapped and hauled to the Cle Elum Reservoir to spawn. With such a large number of sockeye returning to the Basin under the old trap and haul model, this state-of-the-art facility is a tremendous opportunity to restore fish runs for native fish.
	65BClear Creek Dam

	459BThe Clear Creek Dam Fish Passage design is at 90% and consists of a traditional pool-and-weir, or fish ladder, style fish passage design. There is a steel bulkhead at the upstream end of the structure to draw up cool water from deeper in the reservoir. This will maintain suitable water temperatures for migrating bull trout. The fish ladder design was completed in 2021 and environmental compliance and permitting will be completed by the end of 2024.
	460BIn the meantime, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Reclamation and WDFW will continue bull trout capture efforts below Clear Creek Dam and haul the fish to the North Fork Tieton River spawning and rearing grounds (upstream of the Clear Creek Dam). Captured fish are reared in facilities until they are large enough to release back into the North Fork Tieton River to spawn. Since 2016, 104 captured young bull trout have been raised to adult size and released into the North Fork Tieton River. 
	66BBox Canyon Creek

	461BEcology continues to provide input to Reclamation, WDFW, Roza, and other fish passage restoration experts on the Box Canyon Creek Fish Passage Enhancement Project. This project will enhance spawning habitat in the upper Yakima River Basin by improving channel roughness and placing large wood debris in strategic locations in Box Canyon Creek. It will also provide a portion of the mitigation required under KDRPP (page 28). The designs for this project are currently 60% complete. 
	462BBull trout rescue efforts are continuing at Tieton Dam, located at the Rimrock Reservoir. Juvenile bull trout finding themselves in shallow pools as the water levels recede are retrieved and reared in a captive facility. Once the fish reach a length of at least 150mm, they are released back into the Tieton River to finish their journey to the ocean.
	41BStructural & Operational Changes

	463BProjects under the Structural and Operational Changes element of the Integrated Plan improve efficiency and flexibility of water delivery systems by upgrading existing facilities and removing fish passage barriers. These efforts will create more reliable water supplies to meet instream flow needs and out-of-stream demands.
	67BCle Elum Pool Raise

	464BBy extending the Cle Elum Dam radial gates by three feet in 2017, the Cle Elum Pool Raise project increases the storage capacity of the Cle Elum Reservoir by 14,600 ac-ft. Once shoreline stabilization work is complete, the additional 14,600 ac-ft. of water can be stored and will be released for augmenting instream flows in the Cle Elum and Yakima rivers and improving fish habitat.
	465BThe Cle Elum Pool Raise project met several milestones over the past two years, commencing shoreline stabilization along Salmon La Sac Road and contracting out shoreline protection work for Sandelin Lane. Additionally, shoreline protection construction at Wish Poosh Campground and Boat Launch was completed in May 2022. The designs for shoreline stabilization design for the Morgan Creek and Night Sky sites are currently 60% complete. Design work is ongoing and is expected to continue through 2024. The remaining six shoreline stabilization design and construction work areas will be implemented as funds become available. 
	68BLower Yakima River Smolt Survival study

	466BDams, predators, low river flows, poor water quality, and other environmental conditions can decrease the number of smolts making it to the ocean to start the next phase of their life cycle.  The Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study examines factors affecting smolt survival in the Yakima River mainstem from the City of Yakima (mid-basin) to where it meets the Columbia River near the Tri-Cities. 
	467BData analysis, modeling, and reporting on the results of the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study are expected to continue through 2024. Each year during the study approximately 1,000 juvenile salmon and steelhead are tagged and released into the Yakima River to monitor behavior, survival, smolt predation, and water temperature as the fish migrate out to the ocean. The data collected provides the Yakama Nation and USGS with the information they need to develop projects that will effectively reduce smolt mortality. 
	468BRecent data indicates that early spring is the best time for smolt survival because water temperatures are still low. Survival rates were lowest in June, which is when river flows tend to decline, water temperatures increase, and predators are abundant. Smolt survival dropped significantly when fish were inadvertently diverted into canal head gates. Preliminary data showed that approximately 25% of juvenile salmon and steelhead were dying on their way down the Yakima River due to an irrigation diversion head gate (Sunnyside Canal) that was accessible to the fish. 
	92BSunnyside Dam Smolt Passage Improvement 

	469BIn partnership with Reclamation, Ecology, the Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office, the Sunnyside Division Board of Control and Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District (SVID) installed a fish guidance boom at Sunnyside Dam in 2021. This boom keeps smolt from entering the diversion head gate and guide them down the river. Data analysis on smolt survival after the boom placement is ongoing. Smolt survival dropped significantly when fish were inadvertently diverted into canal head gates. Efforts to identify other factors affecting why fish are not surviving the passage through canal head gates are currently underway. 
	470BFollowing the boom project, the Sunnyside Division Board of Control finished a sluice gate modification at Sunnyside Dam in 2021. This gate provides fish low-flow passage at the dam, reducing smolt mortality due to high-energy flows. Both structures were monitored for effectiveness through 2022. Final data analysis from the Lower Yakima River Smolt Survival Study will guide future projects aimed at improving smolt survivability. 
	69BChandler Pumping Plant Electrification

	471BReclamation extended its existing Memorandum of Agreement with Kennewick Irrigation District (KID) through 2022, allowing Reclamation to continue supporting updated design drawings and operational diversion plans for the Chandler Electrical Pumping Plant. Electrification of the pumping plant will end KID’s current reliance on water diverted from the Yakima River to power hydraulic turbines it uses to supply water to its patrons. 
	472BEcology, Yakama Nation and KID will continue discussing options for meeting both instream needs and out-of-stream demands in the lower stretches of the Yakima River.
	42BMarket Driven Reallocation

	473BWater markets provide water right holders a way to buy, sell, or lease water from one another on either a temporary or permanent basis. This provides a wide range of benefits to the farms, families, and fish in the Basin. There is a financial incentive for water right holders to improve their irrigation systems to become more efficient in exchange for water they conserve to be offered for sale in a market where others can acquire the water through mitigation credits. This conserved water supply provides communities with water reliability opportunities to meet future demands and irrigators with a more drought resilient supply. Conserved water may also be converted from low-value uses to high-value uses during times of drought or low system flows. It is estimated that 30,000 to 60,000 ac-ft. of water could be traded in a Yakima River Basin water market.
	474BKRD and Trout Unlimited released the Yakima Basin Water Market Strategy in September 2022. This document provides a strategy to improve upon existing water market activities in the Yakima Basin including the development of a smart market that will streamline and automate key steps in the buying and selling of water rights. 
	475BThe current cost estimate for the full buildout of the Integrated Plan is $4.1 billion (Table 2, next page). It is important to note that this cost estimate is provided in 2012 dollars, and has not been revisited or updated since the Integrated Plan’s Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) issued in 2012. Reclamation, Ecology and our partners are in early conversations about what steps could be taken to update these cost estimates in the next development phase. Accordingly, the actual cost of completing the Integrated Plan projects will likely be considerably higher, due to cost escalation and the impact of inflation. Costs will be updated as the components of the Integrated Plan progress, funding is identified, and designs are finalized. Nonetheless, project cost escalation will be an ongoing challenge to the implementation of the Integrated Plan. The 35+ year Integrated Plan is broken into three funding and implementation phases as seen below. 
	 207BInitial Development Phase (IDP) – 16+ years, began in 2013
	5BTable 2 Estimated Costs for the full buildout of the Integrated Plan (in 2012 dollars)
	1223BIntegrated Plan Element
	1224BInitial Development Phase
	(2013-2029)
	1225BMiddle Development Phase
	1226BFinal Development Phase
	1227BFull Development Costs (3 Decades)
	478BHabitat/watershed protection and enhancement
	479B$476,300,000 
	480B$2,100,000 
	481B$2,100,000 
	482B$480,500,000 
	483BFish passage (6 projects)
	484B$256,600,000 
	485B$173,400,000 
	486B$100,000,000 
	487B$530,000,000 
	488BSurface water storage
	489B$248,700,000 
	490B**$985,925,000
	491B**$981,925,000
	492B$2,216,550,000 
	1222BGroundwater storage - regional and municipal
	493B$10,400,000 
	494B$56,400,000 
	495B$56,400,000 
	496B$123,200,000 
	497BStructural and operational changes
	498B$80,800,000 
	499B***$122,650,000
	500B***$122,650,000
	501B$326,100,000 
	502BEnhanced water conservation
	503B$130,600,000 
	504B$149,450,000 
	505B$149,450,000 
	506B$429,500,000 
	507BMarket driven reallocation
	508B$4,100,000 
	509B$0 
	510B$0 
	511B$4,100,000 
	512BIntegrated plan update costs
	513B 
	514B$1,500,000 
	515B$1,500,000 
	516B$3,000,000 
	517BOther
	518B$2,900,000
	519B$2,900,000
	520BTotal
	521B$1,210,400,000 
	522B$1,491,425,000 
	523B$1,414,025,000 
	524B$4,115,850,000 
	8B* Keechelus to Kachess Pipeline was classified as Operational Modifications in the IDP Costs. The Kachess Reservoir Drought Relief Pumping Plant project is included as Surface Water Storage. 
	9B** Average costs of the next two surface water storage projects that are recommended under the Integrated Plan along with the additional cost of producing an updated water needs analysis and Columbia River availability analysis. The cost of subsequent storage projects described in the Integrated Plan have been averaged and divided equally between the MDP and FDP because final decisions regarding whether to proceed with those projects and project sequencing have not been made. MDP costs also include estimates for providing updated water needs and Columbia River water availability analyses. 
	10B*** This includes costs of Wapatox Canal Conveyance, KRD Main Canal, South Branch Modifications and Roza subordination. Estimated costs for the Wapatox Canal Conveyance, KRD Main Canal and South Branch Modification, and Roza Subordination projects have been totaled and divided equally between the MDP and FDP because decisions regarding project sequencing have not been made.
	43BInitial Development Phase costs and funding  

	525BThe IDP is in progress. It extends from July 2013 – June 2029 (this phase started when the State Legislation passed in 2013 and goes 10 years beyond when the Federal Legislation passed in 2019). Anticipated funding to-date (2013-2025) is approximatly $1,210.4 million, with state funding being fully appropriated at $369.5 million (Table 3) and federal/other funding anticiapted at $840.9. 
	526BThe estimated cost to implement the IDP is approximately $1.21 billion, with state projected contribution at 30.6% ($369.5 million) (Table 4, next page).
	527BInitial Development Phase projected funding for each of the plan’s seven elements (Table 3):
	 208BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement – $476.3 million (39.5%) 
	 209BReservoir Fish Passage – $256.6 million (21.25%) 
	 210BStructural and Operational Changes – $80.8 million (6.7%) 
	 211BSurface Water Storage – $248.7 million (20.6%) 
	 212BGroundwater Storage – $10.4 million (0.9%) 
	 213BEnhanced Water Conservation – $130.6 million (10.8%) 
	 214BMarket Driven Reallocation and Integrated Plan updates – 4.1 million (0.3%) 
	Table 3 Anticipated funding ($ in millions) to-date (2013-2025) by source
	268BIntegrated Plan Element
	269BFederal Funding
	270BState Funding
	271BTotal
	272BHabitat
	273B319.0
	274B157.3
	275B476.3
	276BFish Passage
	277B175.1
	278B81.5
	279B256.6
	280BStructural & Operational
	281B19.5
	282B61.3
	283B80.8
	284BSurface Storage
	285B221.6
	286B27.1
	287B248.7
	288BGroundwater Storage
	289B3.0
	290B7.4
	291B10.4
	292BWater Conservation
	293B101.5
	294B29.1
	295B130.6
	296BMarket Driven Water Reallocation
	297B1.2
	298B2.9
	299B4.1
	300BOther
	301B0
	302B2.9
	303B2.9
	304BTotal
	305B840.9
	306B369.5
	307B1,210.4
	Table 4 Initial Development Phase Estimated Costs
	530B$  in Millions (blank cells denote "0" funding or request)
	531BAppropriated State Funding
	532BFederal & Other Sources of Funding
	533BIntegrated Plan Elements
	534BProjects
	535BProjected Funding Requests from all Sources 2013-2025
	536BAnticipated Federal & Other Share 2013-2025
	537BAppropriated State Share 2013-2025
	538B2013-2015
	539B2015-2017
	540B2017-2019
	541B2019-2021
	542B2021-2023
	543B2023-2025
	544BAppropriated 2014-2022
	545BAnticipated 2023-2024a
	546BHabitat 
	547BTeanaway Forest Acquisition
	548B99.3
	549B 
	550B99.3
	551B99.3
	552B 
	553B 
	554B 
	555B 
	556B 
	557B 
	558B 
	559B 
	560BTeanaway Forest Planning & Operations (non-Ecology)
	561B7.6
	562B 
	563B7.6
	564B1
	565B0.5
	566B1.5
	567B2.3
	568B1.1
	569B1.2
	570B 
	571B 
	572B 
	573BKittitas County impacts offset for Teanaway Forest
	574B10
	575B5
	576B5
	577B5
	578B 
	579B 
	580B 
	581B 
	582B 
	583B 
	584B5
	585B 
	586BOther State Land Acquisitions
	587B14
	588B8.2
	589B5.8
	590B5.8
	591B 
	592B 
	593B 
	594B 
	595B 
	596B8.2
	597B0
	598B 
	599BNRCS RCPP - Yakama Nation Projects
	600B22.6
	601B22.6
	602B0
	603B 
	604B 
	605B 
	606B 
	607B 
	608B 
	609B11.6
	610B11
	611B 
	612BNRCS EQIP
	613B20.5
	614B20.5
	615B0
	616B 
	617B 
	618B 
	619B 
	620B 
	621B 
	622B9.3
	623B11.2
	624B 
	625BNMFS Pacific Coastal Salmon Recover Fund
	626B20.4
	627B20.4
	628B0
	629B 
	630B 
	631B 
	632B 
	633B 
	634B 
	635B10.8
	636B9.6
	637B 
	638BUSACOE levee reconfig., setback & removal
	639B13.2
	640B13.2
	641B0
	642B 
	643B 
	644B 
	645B 
	646B 
	647B 
	648B6.4
	649B6.8
	650B 
	651BBPA NPCC Fish and Wildlife Program
	652B173.3
	653B173.3
	654B0
	655B 
	656B 
	657B 
	658B 
	659B 
	660B 
	661B173.3
	662B0
	663B 
	664BTributary/Mainstem/Delta Habitat Restoration Projects
	665B46.9
	666B17.4
	667B29.5
	668B2.4
	669B2.5
	670B5.4
	671B4.3
	672B4.9
	673B10
	674B8
	675B9.4
	676B 
	677BBull Trout Enhancement
	678B19.6
	679B9.8
	680B9.8
	681B 
	682B1.7
	683B1.7
	684B1.7
	685B1.7
	686B3
	687B 
	688B9.8
	689B 
	690BFederal, Tribal, Local Habitat Actions & Land Acquisitions
	691B28.9
	692B28.6
	693B0.3
	694B 
	695B0.3
	696B 
	697B 
	698B 
	699B 
	700B28.6
	701B0
	702BHabitat funding subtotal
	703B476.3
	704B319
	705B157.3
	706B 
	707B 
	708B 
	709B 
	710B 
	711B 
	712B 
	713B 
	714BFish Passage
	715BCle Elum Dam
	716B219.5
	717B148.1
	718B71.4
	719B8.8
	720B9
	721B9
	722B20.1
	723B21.5
	724B3
	725B108.1
	726B40
	727B 
	728BTieton Dam
	729B25.9
	730B22
	731B3.9
	732B0.6
	733B0.5
	734B 
	735B0.8
	736B 
	737B2
	738B0.3
	739B21.7
	740B 
	741BClear Lake Dam passage
	742B9.4
	743B3.2
	744B6.2
	745B 
	746B 
	747B1.5
	748B1
	749B0.7
	750B3
	751B1.8
	752B1.4
	753B 
	754BBox Canyon Creek
	755BTBD
	756BTBD
	757B0
	758B 
	759B 
	760B 
	761B 
	762B 
	763B 
	764B 
	765BTBD
	766B 
	767BUSFWS National Fish Passage Program funds
	768B1.8
	769B1.8
	770B0
	771B 
	772B 
	773B 
	774B 
	775B 
	776B 
	777B1.8
	778B0
	779B 
	780BFish passage funding subtotal
	781B256.6
	782B175.1
	783B81.5
	784B 
	785B 
	786B 
	787B 
	788B 
	789B 
	790B 
	791B 
	792BStructural & Operational 
	793BKeechelus to Kachess Conveyance Project
	794B5.7
	795B1
	796B4.7
	797B0.5
	798B4.2
	799B 
	800B0
	801B0
	802B0
	803B1
	804B0
	805BModifications
	806BCle Elum Dam/Pool Raise
	807B28.9
	808B13.4
	809B15.5
	810B2.8
	811B1
	812B3
	813B3.3
	814B2.4
	815B3
	816B8
	817B5.4
	818B 
	819BRoza Power Subordinationb
	820B0.2
	821B0
	822B0.2
	823B0.2
	824B 
	825B 
	826B 
	827B 
	828B 
	829B 
	830B 
	831B 
	832BChandler Power Subordinationb
	833BTBD
	834BTBD
	835B0
	836B 
	837B 
	838B 
	839B 
	840B 
	841B 
	842B 
	843B0
	844B 
	845BMisc. Structural projects, Nelson Dam, Lower River, YTID, KRD
	846B13.5
	847B2.6
	848B10.9
	849B 
	850B 
	851B 
	852B 
	853B1.9
	854B9
	855B2.6
	856B0
	857B 
	858BUpper Yakima System Storage
	859B32.5
	860B2.5
	861B30
	862B 
	863B 
	864B 
	865B2
	866B 
	867B28
	868B0.8
	869B1.7
	870B 
	871BTotal structure & operational modification funding
	872B80.8
	873B19.5
	874B61.3
	875B 
	876B 
	877B 
	878B 
	879B 
	880B 
	881B 
	882B 
	883BSurface Storage
	884BKachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant (KDRPP)c
	885B236.2
	886B218.6
	887B17.6
	888B12.6
	889B4.3
	890B0.7
	891B 
	892B 
	893B 
	894B6.5
	895B212.1
	896B 
	897BWymer Dam and Reservoir
	898B10
	899B2.5
	900B7.5
	901B0.5
	902B 
	903B3
	904B3.5
	905B0.5
	906B 
	907B0.4
	908B2.1
	909B 
	910BBumping Reservoir Enlargement
	911B1
	912B0.5
	913B0.5
	914B0.5
	915B 
	916B 
	917B 
	918B 
	919B 
	920B 
	921B0.5
	922B 
	923BMisc. future surface water supply storage options 
	924B1.5
	925B0
	926B1.5
	927B 
	928B 
	929B 
	930B 
	931B0.5
	932B1
	933B 
	934B 
	935B 
	936BTotal surface storage funding
	937B248.7
	938B221.6
	939B27.1
	940B 
	941B 
	942B 
	943B 
	944B 
	945B 
	946B 
	947B 
	948BGroundwater Storage
	949BRegional Storage Options
	950B10
	951B2.8
	952B7.2
	953B0.2
	954B0.5
	955B1.1
	956B0.6
	957B1.8
	958B3
	959B0.7
	960B2.1
	961B 
	962BMunicipal ASR Projects
	963B0.4
	964B0.2
	965B0.2
	966B0.2
	967B 
	968B 
	969B 
	970B 
	971B 
	972B 
	973B0.2
	974BTotal groundwater storage
	975B10.4
	976B3
	977B7.4
	978B 
	979B 
	980B 
	981B 
	982B 
	983B 
	984B 
	985B 
	986BWater Conservation
	987BAgricultural Conservation Projects
	988B107.4
	989B79.2
	990B28.2
	991B2.4
	992B4.8
	993B5
	994B4.5
	995B4.8
	996B6.7
	997B79.2
	998B0
	999B 
	1000BMunicipal/Domestic Conservation Programs
	1001B1.5
	1002B0.6
	1003B0.9
	1004B0.1
	1005B0.2
	1006B0.1
	1007B0.1
	1008B0.1
	1009B0.3
	1010B0.1
	1011B0.5
	1012B 
	1013BBIA WIP improvements
	1014B21.7
	1015B21.7
	1016B0
	1017B 
	1018B 
	1019B 
	1020B 
	1021B 
	1022B 
	1023B19.7
	1024B2
	1025BTotal water conservation funding
	1026B130.6
	1027B101.5
	1028B29.1
	1029B 
	1030B 
	1031B 
	1032B 
	1033B 
	1034B 
	1035B 
	1036B 
	1037BMarket Driven Water Reallocation
	1038BGeneral support for markets and banking
	1039B4.1
	1040B1.2
	1041B2.9
	1042B0.4
	1043B0.5
	1044B0.6
	1045B0.1
	1046B0.3
	1047B1
	1048B0.2
	1049B1
	1050B 
	1051BTotal market driven reallocation funding
	1052B4.1
	1053B1.2
	1054B2.9
	1055B 
	1056B 
	1057B 
	1058B 
	1059B 
	1060B 
	1061B 
	1062B 
	1063BEcology staffing & program administration 
	1064B 
	1065B 
	1066B2.9
	1067B 
	1068B 
	1069B 
	1070B 
	1071B0.9
	1072B2
	1073B 
	1074B 
	1075BTotal
	1076B2.9
	1077B0
	1078B2.9
	1079B 
	1080B 
	1081B 
	1082B 
	1083B 
	1084B 
	1085B 
	1086B 
	1087BTotal
	1088B1,210.4
	1089B840.9
	1090B369.5
	1091B143.3
	1092B30
	1093B32.6
	1094B44.3
	1095B43.1
	1096B76.2
	1097B487.4
	1098B353.5
	1099BPercentage Share
	1100B100%
	1101B69.60%
	1102B30.6% 
	1103B11.90%
	1104B2.50%
	1105B2.70%
	1106B3.70%
	1107B3.60%
	1108B6.30%
	1109B40.40%
	1110B29.30%
	44BFunding strategy 

	1111BThe Integrated Plan’s adaptive management style and phased approach is vital to stabilizing funding. Current and past funding sources include existing agreements with state, federal, and tribal agencies, local utility and irrigation districts, local governments, environmental groups, and landowners. Securing state and local funds allows the Integrated Plan to access additional federal grant opportunities as many of them require state/local match monies. 
	1112BThe total approprated funding provided for project implementation to-date is approximately $857 million between the State ($369.5m), federal and other investments ($487.4m).  See Table 4 (page 39) for more details. This translates to $3.25 billion dollars that remain to implement the Integrated Plan going forward. 
	1113BThe detailed funding strategy for this $3.25 billion is a bit unknown at this moment in time. For instance, the KDRPP project requires state and federal government-provided funds for early action items (planning, permitting, environmental review), while the high-dollar construction costs will be borne by future water users benefitting from this project. However, a future new storage reservoir may have a larger state/federal contribution towards construction if the beneficiary includes instream flows for fish. Funding strategies for projects still out on a longer-term horizon become more complex to discuss as beneficiaries of these future projects are not fully defined.
	70BState funding opportunities
	93BState capital budget funding


	1114BState funding for Integrated Plan projects usually come in the form of bond-funded appropriations from the state captial budget. Various Purpose General Obligation (GO) Bonds that are authorized by the legislature and appropriated in the State’s biennial capital budget are a form of debt-backed by the full faith, credit, and taxing power of the State and are typically issued with a 25-year maturity. State funding, whether appropriated through the capital budget or operating budget, can be leveraged with federal funds and can serve as a match to federal funds. 
	94BBoards

	1115BGrant programs managed by a variety of state agencies are another funding option for Integrated Plan projects. The Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) manages the Recreation and Conservation Funding Board (RCFB) and the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (SRFB) funding programs. Funds through these programs can go towards a wide range of projects from creating outdoor recreation opportunities, protecting wildlife, habitat, and farmland, to the construction of parks, trails, ball fields, boating facilities, and more. 
	95BOther grant programs

	1116BOther grant opportunities are provided through the Centennial Clean Water Program (appropriated in the capital budget) and by local project proponents and community stakeholders (Floodplains by Design). The Centennial Clean Water Program grant funds can go towards projects related to improving water quality, such as improving water quality infrastructure and addressing nonpoint source pollution. Similarly, Floodplains by Design utilizes collaborative partnerships that are built from the ground up by local project proponents and community stakeholders to develop integrated floodplain restoration projects to reduce flooding risks while also protecting and restoring aquatic and upland habitats.
	71BFederal funding opportunities
	96BBipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL)


	1117BThere are generally three main areas where some federal funding may be available for Integrated Plan projects: appropriating funds from the federal budget though Reclamation, applying for federal grants, or exploring other federal financing opportunities. In 2021, the passage of the Public Law 117-58, also known as the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law or the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA), created new federal grant opportunities (Table 5) that could help fund Integrated Plan projects. Integrated Plan partners are aggressively pursuing multiple federal grant opportunities as they become available.
	6BTable 5 IIJA (federal) Funding Opportunities 
	1118BAgency
	1119BFunding Program
	1120BElement(s)
	1121BU.S. Bureau of Reclamation
	1122BSmall Surface Water and Groundwater
	1123BSurface Water & Groundwater Storage
	1124BStorage Projects Program
	1125BAquatic Ecosystem Restoration Program
	1126BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement
	1127BWaterSMART Environmental Water Resources Projects Program
	1128BEnhanced Water Conservation, Habitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement
	1129BFish and Wildlife Service
	1130BRecovery Challenge Fund
	1131BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement
	1132BU.S. Department of Transportation
	1133B2022 Nationally Significant Federal Lands and Tribal Projects Program
	1134BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement, Fish Passage
	1135BNational Culvert Removal, Replacement and Restoration Grant Program
	1136BFish Passage
	1137BEnvironmental Protection Agency
	1138BColumbia River Basin Program
	1139BHabitat/Watershed Protection and Enhancement
	1140BPlauché & Carr LLP is tasked with establishing a multi-pronged strategy to support the Integrated Plan Implementation Committee and Integrated Plan partners by identifying, positioning for, and helping to secure funding for Integrated Plan projects through the IIJA and related opportunities. Specific Federal funding opportunities for Integrated Plan projects (2022-2023) are laid out in Table 6 (next page).
	1141BPlauché & Carr LLP also provides support by coordinating and informing Integrated Plan partners on the best approach to pursue IIJA funding, tracking funding opportunities and pursuits, supporting proposals that address key funding requirements, supporting communications and outreach on opportunities, and reporting progress at Integrated Plan meetings. Integrated Plan partners pursued multiple federal grant opportunities as they became available. These efforts paid off and in 2023, $8,323,677 was awarded for water conservation, floodplain restoration, and habitat restoration projects. Funding opportunities like IIJA are instumental in maintaining the momentum of moving multiple Integrated Plan projects forward. 
	7BTable 6 Federal funding opportunities for Integrated Plan projects (2022-2023)
	1142BFunding Opportunity
	1143BIntegrated Plan Project
	1144BSponsor
	1145BIntegrated Plan Element
	1146BStatus
	1147BAmerica the Beautiful Challenge 2022, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
	1148BMiddle and West Fork Teanaway Project, Phase 1
	1149BYakama Nation
	1150BHabitat Protection and Enhancement
	1151BDenied
	1152BKachess River Restoration Project
	1153BWashington Department of Fish and Wildlife
	1154BDenied
	1155BSatus Creek Riverscape Assessment and Project Design
	1156BYakama Nation
	1157BDenied
	1158BSouth Fork Tieton River Passage and Bridge Project
	1159BYakima County
	1160BDenied
	1161BNOAA’s Restoring Fish Passage through Barrier Removal Notice of Funding Opportunity under the IIJA, Department of Commerce
	1162BBateman Island Causeway Removal and Prosser Dam Assessment
	1163BYakama Nation
	1164BHabitat Protection and Enhancement
	1165BUp to $3,626,635 over 3 years
	1166BNelson Dam Removal
	1167BCity of Yakima
	1168BDenied
	1169BTribal Priority Fish Passage through Barrier Removal under the IIJA, Department of Commerce
	1170BBateman Island Causeway Removal
	1171BYakama Nation
	1172BHabitat Protection and Enhancement
	1173BDenied
	1174BBateman Island Causeway Removal and Prosser Dam Assessment
	1175BDenied
	1176BToppenish Creek and Lower Tributary Passage Assessment Proposal
	1177BUp to $1,232,068 over 3 years
	1178BFY2022 NOAA’s Transformational Habitat Restoration and Coastal Resilience Grants Under the IIJA, Department of Commerce
	1179BBateman Island Causeway Removal
	1180BYakama Nation
	1181BHabitat Protection and Enhancement
	1182BDenied
	1183BMiddle and West Fork Teanaway Project, Phase 1
	1184BDenied
	1185BGap to Gap
	1186BYakima County
	1187BDenied
	45BFunding challenges 

	1188BThe Integrated Plan’s funding needs will change over time due to impacts such as design changes, supply chain interruption, material and labor shortages, unexpected delays, extreme weather, and other unforeseen events.
	1189BInflation is another serious funding challenge that project managers must navigate. From 2012 to 2023, inflation, as evidenced by the Consumer Price Index, increased 27% nationally and 35% in parts of Washington State, as shown in Figure 7. As the Integrated Plan’s cost estimates are based on 2012 dollars, it can be expected that the actual delivery cost of the full buildout will be considerably higher than the $4.1 billion cost estimate. 
	1190BThe Integrated Plan carefully evaluates both short-term and long-term funding needs. By identifying costs in each project phase, project managers can ensure that funds are available as needed throughout the life of the project. Projects that provide water for instream benefits can qualify for state and federal grants, whereas projects providing out-of-stream benefits to customers can include cost recovery fees that help to recover money required to build out the project.
	1191BFor the 2023-2025 biennium, Ecology received $49 million in state funding (see Table 4 for detailed funding allocation), which is approximately $7 million more than the previous biennium’s appropriation. In addition, the Recreation and Conservation Office received $26 million for land acquisition in the Basin. State budget requests will continue to grow as more complex water storage and fish passage construction projects take shape. For example, KRD’s proposed Springwood surface water storage project is expected to cost over $1 billion to construct and will likely take several biennia to complete the feasibility and design alone. 
	1192BLooking ahead, we anticipate our state biennial funding requests to increase up to, and even exceed, $100 million within the next 10 years. This will be potentially due to expensive, large, and complex projects coming online over this period. Other considerations in OCR’s biennial requests may include the rising costs of construction materials, equipment, and labor. Funding will go towards seeing in-progress projects to completion, maintaining completed projects, and implementing new projects. 
	1193BAs a variety of federal funding is successfully secured, we anticipate the number of projects to likewise increase. Ecology’s OCR has gone from managing 30 projects in eastern Washington to managing 110 (and growing) projects today. To maintain the quality of its work serving Integrated Plan partners and stakeholders, Ecology will need to bring on more staff to OCR’s project management and finance management teams to keep pace with implementation and properly oversee these projects in accordance with public funding requirements.
	1194BThe Cle Elum Fish Passage project is one example of how this can be accomplished (Figure 8). The project phases span the years from 2005 to 2030. During the planning, permitting, and engineering phases, costs are low -- under $5 million annually. Costs then rise during the construction phases up to nearly $25 to $30 million annually from 2020 through 2024. Expenses topped out during the 2021-2023 biennium and are expected to fall under $5 million per biennium once construction is complete and the project transitions to its final phase of operation and maintenance.  
	46BMeeting our legislative mandates 

	1208B(1)(b) The State’s continuing support for the integrated plan shall be formally reevaluated independently by the governor and the legislature if, after December 1, 2021, and periodically thereafter, the actual funding provided through nonstate sources is less than one-half of all costs and if funding from local project beneficiaries does not comprise a significant portion of the nonstate sources.
	1209B“The status report required in this section for the December 1, 2021, must include a statement of progress in achieving the water supply facility permit and funding milestone, as defined in RCW 90.38.010.  If, after a good faith effort to achieve the water supply facility permit and funding milestone, it appears that the milestone cannot or may not be met, the department, in consultation with the United States bureau of reclamation, the Yakama Nation, Yakima river basin local governments, and key basin stakeholders, shall provide a detailed description of the impediments to achieving the milestone, describe the strategy for resolving the identified impediments, and, if necessary, recommend modifications to the milestone.” 
	1195BDuring the Integrated Plan’s initial development phase, two key water supply projects were identified to achieve the first water supply milestone of 214,000 ac-ft. by January of 2025. The Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant is projected to provide approximately 200,000 ac-ft., and the Cle Elum Pool Raise project will provide approximately 14,600 ac-ft. of water supply. In addition, Ecology was working with Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Forterra group to pursue a land acquisition of a portion of the Eaton Ranch in Kittitas County for the Wymer Reservoir site. Since this acquisition fell through additional storage projects are being contemplated in the Integrated Plan as well. The following section describes the status of each of these projects.
	72BWymer Reservoir 
	73BKachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant & Keechelus Reservoir to Kachess Reservoir Conveyance 

	1196BIn March of 2016, Reclamation and Ecology jointly issued a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the proposed Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant (KDRPP) and the Keechelus Reservoir-to-Kachess Reservoir Conveyance (KKC)  projects. These projects are initial water supply components of the Integrated Plan. Reclamation and Ecology identified Alternative 4- KDRPP Floating Pumping Plant as the Preferred Alternative. 
	1197BAs described in Alternative 4, Reclamation and Ecology have identified Roza Irrigation District as the entity responsible for the design, construction, operation, maintenance, and funding (with potential participation by other proratable entities) of Alternative 4 at Kachess Reservoir. Alternative 4 improves water supply reliability during drought years; improves the ability of water managers to respond and adapt to potential changing hydrology; and contributes to the vitality of the regional economy and riverine environment in the Yakima River Basin.
	1198BSubstantial interaction with governmental entities, tribes, individuals, water users, and cooperating agencies occurred throughout the NEPA/SEPA process. Because of the public comments and interactions, Reclamation and Ecology determined that the phased approach adopted herein is appropriate under NEPA and SEPA for further consideration and refinement of issues presented by the proposal to pump inactive storage out of Kachess Reservoir in years of severe drought. 
	1199BThe Tier-1 EIS allows Reclamation and Ecology to narrow the proposal to alternatives with less impacts, taking into consideration community concerns while continuing to move forward with the mandate to consider a drought relief pumping plant at Kachess Reservoir pursuant to the 2013 Integrated Plan FPEIS ROD. Reclamation and Ecology will provide additional opportunities for community involvement, including public comment, in the Tier-2 NEPA/SEPA process. Reclamation and Ecology have continued to work with Roza, Yakama Nation and other key Integrated Plan partners to further refine and develop a proposed action for KDRPP. The required Notice of Intent (NOI), required to state the Teir-2 NEPA/SEPA process, is expected to begin in 2024. 
	74BCle Elum Pool Raise

	1200BWhen the Cle Elum Pool Raise project is completed, the additional water supply will be dedicated to enhancing instream flows for fish rearing, fish habitat, and migration. This is the first new water storage project in the Yakima River Basin. Reclamation and Ecology released the Cle Elum Pool Raise project Final EIS in May of 2015, and a Record of Decision was signed in June of 2015. 
	1201BOnce completed, the Cle Elum Pool Raise and KDRPP projects will provide enough water to achieve the 214,000 ac-ft. new water supply goal referenced in RCW 90.38.010(6) and RCW 90.38.130(3). However, due to the complexities and challenges associated with development of new water supplies, it is unlikely that the permitting for the two projects will be completed by the June 30, 2025 milestone referenced. Therefore, a discussion with the Integrated Plan partners, the Governor, and the State Legislature regarding the referenced milestone is warranted prior to the 2025 legislative session.
	1202BReclamation, Ecology, Yakama Nation, and Integrated Plan work groups members, stakeholders, and other interested parties continue to pursue additional water supply projects and alternative sites for surface water storage for instream flow, agriculture, and municipal/domestic water supplies. The Integrated Plan partners remain committed to meeting the 450,000 ac-ft. water supply goal.
	24BConclusion

	1203BThis report summarizes Integrated Plan milestones and advancements achieved in 2021 and 2022. During that time, the Integrated Plan made great strides in moving forward multiple projects under each of the seven elements.
	1204BMilestones met:
	 215BSaved 58,869 ac-ft. of water per year through conservation.
	 216BBegan multiple groundwater storage studies throughout the Basin.
	 217BConstructed the Cle Elum Fish Passage intake ramps and bypass tunnel.
	 218BSecured funding for Wymer Dam project land acquisition.
	 219BStarted stabilizing the shoreline at the Wish Poosh Campground and Boat Launch and along Salmon La Sac Road.
	 220BCompleted the Sunnyside Dam Smolt Passage Improvement Project.
	 221BInstalled a fish guidance boom at Sunnyside Dam.
	 222BStarted Water Market Simulation Study by Kittitas Reclamation District and Trout Unlimited.
	1205BOver the next two years, we look forward to: 
	 223BContinuing conservation projects to meet the Integrated Plan’s 170,000 ac-ft. (or 85,000 ac-ft. by the end of the IDP) annual water conservation goal.
	 224BFinalizing multiple ASR feasibility studies across the basin.
	 225BReleasing the Kachess Drought Relief Pumping Plant Tier 2 EIS.
	 226BFinalizing construction of Cle Elum Fish Passage intakes and adult fish passage facility.
	 227BReleasing the Watershed Lands Conservation Subcommittee Phase Two 10-year plan.
	 228BFinalizing shoreline protection work along the eastern shoreline of Cle Elum Reservoir.
	 229BReleasing Kittitas Reclamation District/Trout Unlimited Basin-wide water banking and market reallocation study.
	1206BMuch of the Integrated Plan’s success is due to Ecology’s strong partnerships with federal and state agencies, the Yakama Nation, and stakeholders from across the Basin. The partners are committed to open communication with each other, which promotes the exchange of ideas and a willingness to build on lessons learned to overcome obstacles and achieve optimum results. 
	1207BThe ability to adapt in an ever-changing world and seizing opportunities as they arise makes the Integrated Plan an ideal model in the water management field. The Integrated Plan is a nationally recognized success, and watershed managers across the country are analyzing how they can apply our model to their water supply challenges. Our continued successes are a testament to the Integrated Plan’s vision and its investment in the future of people, farms, and fish in the Yakima River Basin.
	25BAppendix
	47BCommittees


	 230BExecutive Committee
	 231BImplementation Committee
	 232BWater Use Subcommittee
	 233BHabitat Subcommittee
	 234BGroundwater Subcommittee 
	 235BWatershed Lands Subcommittee
	 236BOutreach Subcommittee
	 237BEconomic Subcommittee
	 238BExecutive Committee
	 239BImplementation Committee
	 240BWater Use Subcommittee
	 241BHabitat Subcommittee
	 242BGroundwater Subcommittee 
	 243BWatershed Lands Subcommittee
	 244BOutreach Subcommittee
	 245BEconomic Subcommittee
	48BWorkgroups

	 246BYakima River Basin Water Enhancement Project Workgroup 
	 247BBull Trout Working Group
	 248BLower River Subgroup
	 249BMunicipal Water Use Subgroup
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